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Terms and Conditions for En Primeur Purchases

Wines purchased “en primeur”, prior to being shipped, will be delivered up to 18 months after
release, depending on the region. 2021 Burgundies will be shipped in Spring and Autumn 2023.
Prices for wines sold en primeur are quoted “in bond”, exclusive of UK Duty, VAT and onward
delivery but including shipping. 

Cancellation of an order for en primeur wines will be accepted by Private Cellar only if made
within seven working days from receipt of your invoice, in writing, to 57 High Street, Wicken,
Cambridgeshire CB7 5XR.

Wines are offered subject to availability and will be subject to allocation. Please confirm
your eventual delivery instructions at the time of your order. When shipped, your wines
can be delivered to you and you will be invoiced for Duty, delivery and VAT at the prevailing
rate. Alternatively, your wines can be stored in bond in the Private Cellar Reserves LLP
account at the specialist wine storage facility, London City Bond Eton Park, for an annual 
storage fee. 

Orders for en primeur wines may be made by telephone, e-mail or post and confirmation of
your order or allocation will be on the issue of our invoice.

Please visit www.privatecellar.co.uk for our full terms & conditions

E&OE

http://www.privatecellar.co.uk
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Burgundy 2021 - Vintage Report
by Nicola Arcedeckne-Butler MW

‘The Expression of Terroir – it’s what Burgundy is all about.’ Pierre Boillot

It’s hard to write anything about 2021 which doesn’t place excessive focus on the disastrous weather events of the 
growing season, yet these are what define the vintage, both good and bad. If we needed a year to remind us that 
wine is an agricultural product, hostage to the vagaries of the weather, 2021 obliged in spades. Blighted by frost and 
then rain, with its concomitant terrible twins of mildew and oidium, many growers had to work hard to preserve 
what little fruit remained, but their persistence paid off, with fine, if cool, weather coming in during September to 
rescue the vintage. The resulting wines hark back to a previous era, one of fresh fruit and modest alcohol levels, a 
style we have all but forgotten in the increasingly warm vintages of the 21st Century.

The Growing Season

A mild, wet winter encouraged the vines to bud early; a cold spell in mid-March put the brakes on somewhat but 
the last week of the month saw positively summery temperatures which encouraged the Chardonnay vines to put 
out their first leaves. A polar airmass descended southwards across Europe during the first week of April, bringing 
with it arctic temperatures, and on the night of 7th April 2022 Burgundy’s growers, already anticipating a hard frost, 
were horrified to be greeted by snow when they went to light their candles. Temperatures were to drop as low as 
-7 and -9 C in some vineyards, which, on top of the wet snow, was fatal for the young Chardonnay shoots. Being a 
later budder, Pinot Noir vines escaped relatively unscathed from the frost, and Chardonnay took the brunt of it.

In the immediate aftermath, the vines stopped growing altogether and remained all but static for two to three 
weeks, delaying budbreak until later in April. The weather remained cool and changeable throughout May and 
June, but a spell of warmer weather after the rain meant that the vines surged ahead in June, with rapid flowering 
in the middle of the month. Damp weather continued right through to the middle of August, with mildew and 
oidium requiring constant attention; for everyone this meant many additional hours in the vineyard, spraying and 
monitoring, and even more so for those practising organic or biodynamic viticulture. Eventually, towards the end of 
August the weather changed and whilst it was never hot, the sun shone and allowed the vines, finally, to dismiss any 
lingering diseases and ripen their fruit. Many started harvesting from the third week in September, by which time 
the patchy weather had returned, meaning growers had to choose their dates carefully to avoid the showers and 
their effects – in most cases, the harvest was almost a full month later than in 2020. 
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Selection and triage were vital, both in the vineyard and cellars, to ensure that only the best fruit went into the 
tanks; the shortage of fruit threw up a new challenge for many Chardonnay growers of how to fill their tanks 
sufficiently and as a result many have, for example, combined the fruit from two premiers crus or lieux dits in order 
to have a workable volume, which has resulted in fewer crus than usual from many of our growers.

The resulting wines are bright and racy – those who produced white wines have made some real gems, tinglingly 
citrusy as opposed to the plump, semi-tropical whites of recent years, whilst the reds are beautifully fresh, proper 
Pinot Noir with notes of strawberry and raspberry and will be delicious in the medium term. Individual vineyards 
and crus are clearly defined, each showing what makes them distinct from their neighbours.

The Market

In terms of prices, many producers have managed to keep them stable from 2020, but others have had to bow to 
financial pressure and reduce their losses. The good news, however, is that 2022 is a superb vintage, both in terms 
of quality and quantity and the growers are smiling once again so please bear with us while we allocate 2021 – 
there will be more 2022 to go around. . We are also pleased to offer our 2020 wines from Domaine Joseph Roty,
always delayed until the wines are in bottle. Please ask your sales person for a copy of the offer.

To discuss the vintage, learn more about the wines and for help in preparing your wish list, please call us on 
01353 721 999 or contact your usual salesperson using the details on the following page.

The Burgundy 2021 vintage is offered per case in bond and will be shipped in the spring and autumn of 2023.
Please let us know at the time of ordering if you would like to store your wines with

Private Cellar Reserves LLP or take delivery of the wines Duty Paid.

Cover photo courtesy of Domaine Faiveley



Map produced by Encompass Graphics Ltd
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CHABLIS

Samuel Billaud
When a difference of opinion came between them, Samuel Billaud left the family firm for 
his uncle to run but also had to leave his vineyards. Gradually he has been able to buy some 
back, and alongside this he buys in fruit from growers he knows and trusts, and with whom 
he has been working for years. Sadly, in a year dominated by frost, many of those growers 
have not been able to supply him with fruit and as a result he has a diminished offer this 
year – he wasn’t able to make any Petit Chablis at all, nor any grands crus, however he has 
granted us a small allocation of his delicious Bourgogne d’Or – cheekily named as it is not 
under the new Côte d’Or appellation, but it is most definitely in the Côte d’Or style. Our 
customers embraced Samuel’s wines enthusiastically with our first two vintages – 2019 
and 2020 – and it goes without saying that with a 50-60% reduction in yield in 2021 all the 
Billaud wines are in short supply. Happily, 2022 has been much more generous and there 
will be more to share around.

Bourgogne d’Or Chardonnay  2021 12 per case £195

Made from fruit sourced mostly from Chablis and some from Mâcon this is bright gold with a gorgeously rich, plump nose, floral 
with fresh leafy notes, leading to an equally bright palate, citrusy with a fine depth and freshness, nicely balanced and hugely satisfying. 
Drink 2023 - 2025

Chablis  2021 12 per case £240

Very pale with a fresh, mineral nose, lovely white flowers too leading to a rich and floral palate, less mineral than in previous vintages 
with surprising richness behind, bright vibrant acidity going to a really long, mouth-watering, saline finish. Drink 2023 - 2028 

Chablis 1er Cru Montmains  2021 12 per case £425

Pale yellow with a rich mineral nose of white stone fruits, fresh and floral leading to a richer palate, broad and smooth with bright 
acidity, supple and creamed yet still racy and going to a persistent finish which evolves and intensifies. Drink 2023 - 2028 

Chablis 1er Cru Mont de Milieu  2021 12 per case £450

20% of the Mont de Milieu is aged in 450 litre demi-muids for a year, which adds complexity to the stainless steel aged wine. Pale 
gold with a nose of tight white fruit, floral and pretty, leading to a more mineral palate with racy green leaf notes, juicy and really 
impressive, saline and stony with sweetness behind. This is delicious. Drink 2024 - 2030+

Chablis 1er Cru Séchet Vieilles Vignes   2021 12 per case £485

Right in the middle of the premier cru Vaillons vineyard, with vines planted in 1945 and 1950; no oak is used on this cru. Pale gold, 
tight and leafy on the nose, very fresh and racy but giving little away, leading to a fresh, racy and intense palate with lovely mineral 
balance, tingly with lots of bright acidity and green leaf behind and going to a long, racy finish – this is all about freshness! 
Drink 2024 - 2030+

 £ per case
 in bond
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Domaine William Fèvre
Now owned by the Henriot Group, William Fèvre set up his Domaine in the late 1950s and bought 
as much land, then relatively undervalued, as he could. The Domaine now spans 78 hectares, including 
over 15 hectares of grands crus (15% of the total grand cru vineyard area) and 16 hectares of premiers 
crus. Didier Séguier has been the winemaker here since 1998 and has seen pretty well everything 
the weather can throw at Chablis and he compares the 2021s to the 2001s and even 2013s, both of 
which are drinking well now. Inevitably, they lost quite a lot of volume to frost and subsequent disease 
pressures over the difficult growing season, bringing in less than half a normal crop at 20 hectolitres 
per hectare in their villages and slightly more than half a crop in the premiers crus, although they made 
no Fourchaumes in 2021, nor Mont de Milieu where the vines have been grubbed up.  The grands 
crus were harder hit with yields between a quarter and a third of a normal year. Around a third of 
the premiers and grands crus are matured in old wood for up to six months, followed by a year in tank 
before bottling. We will be tasting the wines in January and will be able to bring you our tasting notes 
at this time, but Allan Meadows’ and Neal Martin’s full notes are available to Burghound and Vinous 
subscribers.

Chablis     2021 6 per case £120

20 hectolitres per hectare here in 2021; described by Neal Martin of Vinous as ‘this will represent great value for money’.

Chablis 1er Cru Vaillons  2021 6 per case £244

A substantial 3.5 hectare holding split between 12 parcels. Allan Meadows, aka Burghound, and Neal Martin both agree that this is a 
wine which will age gracefully.

Chablis 1er Cru Montmains    2021 6 per case £244

Just under four hectares of vines split between the three Montmains climats; Allan Meadows says ‘good stuff and worth your interest’.

Chablis 1er Cru Montée de Tonnerre  2021 6 per case £335

From 2.2 hectares spread across the premier cru with different aspects and differing ages of vines; Neal Martin suggests enjoying this 
over the next 15 years.

Chablis 1er Cru Vaulorent  2021 6 per case £325

Running along the same slope as the grands crus but with a different aspect, this is generally seen as one of the top premiers crus; 
Fèvre have 3.6 hectares of vines here out of a total of 17 hectares for the appellation.

Chablis Grand Cru Bougros  2021 3 per case £200

On a steep (more than 30%) slope, the Bougros vineyard has 12.6 hectares of vines, of which Fèvre own nearly half with 6.23 
hectares, 4.1 of which goes into this wine and the balance into their Côte Bouguerots (overleaf).

 £ per case
 in bond
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To order, or for advice and assistance, please contact your salesperson
or call us on 01353 721 999

Chablis Grand Cru Les Preuses  2021 3 per case £258

2.55 hectares split between two parcels on dense, compact clay over limestone which gives huge ageing potential; Allan Meadows 
says ‘don’t miss’, and Neal Martin calls it ‘an outstanding Chablis’ – high praise from both.

Chablis Grand Cru Côte Bouguerots  2021 3 per case £286

2.11 hectares with full southern exposure at the foot of the Bougros slope; the yield here was just 17 hectolitres per 
hectare. Another unanimous opinion of ‘don’t miss’ and ‘excellent’.

Chablis Grand Cru Les Clos  2021 3 per case £325

Here Fèvre have 4.11 hectares of the 26 hectare Les Clos appellation, considered the top grand cru, on stony white soils replete with 
fossils. Allan Meadows recommends not touching for at least six years and Neal Martin notes ‘great potential’.

 £ per case
 in bond
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Lamblin & Fils
Based in the village of Maligny, north of the town of Chablis, the Lamblin brothers and 
their sons preside over a small number of hectares of their own and manage many more 
through fermage and by buying in fruit over which they have control. Inevitably, 2021 was a 
challenging year for them, both in terms of finding enough fruit for their wines and, more 
importantly, in supporting their growers. Despite their moving towards organic production, 
in their own vineyards they sprayed against mildew and oidium, cutting their losses 
significantly – in Fourchaumes, they estimate their harvest to be 20% below average, whilst 
in premier cru Vaillons they lost around 50% of the crop. Their grands crus were so severely 
impacted that, sadly, we have none to offer in this vintage.

Petit Chablis     2021 12 per case £165

We have long resisted Lamblin’s Petit Chablis so as not to confuse the picture, but we couldn’t resist this one. Pale gold with a 
lovely fresh, bright nose of white flowers, leading to a light and racy palate, deliciously direct, juicy and approachable, with a mouth-
watering finish. A proper little Chablis, as it should be! Drink 2023 - 2024

Chablis Villages     2021 12 per case £210

Bright gold with a nose of sweet white stone fruits, rich and intense, nicely balanced and racy with good definition and a hint of 
green leaf; on the palate, sweet white fruits with succulent acidity behind, juicy and fresh, deliciously mineral and mouth-watering on 
the finish. Nicely done. Drink 2023 - 2026

Chablis 1er Cru Vaillons     2021 12 per case £275

Bright green gold in colour with a nose of tight white fruits with sherbet notes and white flowers behind, not hugely expressive 
initially but it grows on swirling in the glass. On the palate, lovely green notes, leafy and fresh, juicy too with white flowers again, 
mineral with lots of power, racy with good density and a lovely persistence on the finish which just goes on and on. Superb. 
Drink 2024 - 2028+

Chablis 1er Cru Fourchaumes  2021 12 per case £285

Bright green gold with a nose of rich white flowers, yellow fruits, surprisingly open, mineral and stony with some spice behind, rich 
and with lots going on. Soft, creamed white fruits on the palate with citrus notes, much broader than the Vaillons and with more 
substance behind, floral and intense with a mineral touch too. Drink 2024 - 2029

 £ per case
 in bond
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CÔTE CHALONNAISE & MÂCONNAIS

Château de Buxy, Laurent Cognard & Co.
Whilst visiting Laurent Cognard on an unseasonably warm October morning, we 
discovered just what a rare beast he is – only 20 producers make Montagny in their own 
cellars as the Co-operative either owns or manages most of the vineyard area; even the big 
négociants have to buy their Montagny from them. Laurent owns five premiers crus, however 
in 2021 he produced only two cuvées: premier cru Les Bassets and premier cru La Rarissime, 
the latter a combination of the other premiers crus which were decimated by the frost and 
which, living up to its name, is so rare that he hasn’t allocated it to anyone. In Les Bassets, 
production was down to 16 hectolitres per hectare (against a normal 40-45 hl/ ha) but 
further south in the Mâconnais, the weather was less severe and, despite Laurent’s most 
challenging growing season in 40 years, yields were a respectable 25 hectolitres per hectare.

Pouilly Vinzelles Les Quarts  2021 12 per case £230

A tiny vineyard of 0.32 hectares, belonging to Laurent’s uncle. Deep gold with a nose of juicy white fruits, with white and yellow 
floral notes and a distant hint of caramel; on the palate, lovely white stone fruits, full-bodied yet linear with some bright acidity, a 
distant grilled note and a deliciously zingy finish with hints of white flowers and acacia. Drink 2023 - 2025+

Montagny 1er Cru Les Bassets  2021 12 per case £260

Of a 2.35 hectare plot, the bottom part is villages Montagny and the top is premier cru Les Bassets; Laurent has recently replanted 
some vines but the majority are 40 years old. Bright gold with a nose of rich, ripe grilled white fruits, creamy with notes of lime 
flower, leading to a substantial palate of racy white stone fruit, floral, mouth-watering and intense with excellent balance and richness 
and going to a long, mineral finish. Absolutely delicious and deceptively approachable already. Drink 2024 - 2029+

 £ per case
 in bond

Please ask us for details of our stocks of older vintages of red and white Burgundy,
or visit the Fine Wine List page of our website at www.privatecellar.co.uk
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Château Fuissé
Frost is a rare visitor as far south as Mâcon, but in 2021 it hit the whole of France and for Château 
Fuissé this meant losses of around 40%. As if that wasn’t enough, a further 20% was taken by a single, 
prolonged hailstorm – it covered a strip just 500m wide but was devastating for vineyards in its path, 
including their premiers crus, Le Clos and Les Brûlés, where they harvested just 20% of a normal crop – a 
frustrating start to the new premier cru regime. The wines under the Famille Vincent label come from 
vineyards owned by the extended family who have neither the desire to make their own wine nor a 
sufficient quantity of fruit to do so; the vineyards are managed by the Château Fuissé team, and the 
wines made by them. They offer exceptional value.

Bourgogne Blanc Famille Vincent  2021 12 per case £145

Much of the fruit for this Bourgogne Blanc comes from the slopes behind the rock of Vergisson. Pale gold with a nose of rich white 
flowers, some creamy notes, a hint of green flowers and distantly perfumed and grilled. Fresh and bright, floral and leafy on the 
palate, really juicy, with light white stone fruits going to a fine, balanced finish. Eminently approachable already. Drink 2023 - 2025

St Véran Château Fuissé  2021 12 per case £185

Just 15 hectolitres per hectare here, against an average of 45, thanks to frost and hail. Bright gold with a nose of rich floral fruit, 
some grilled white stone fruits, perfumed and with a distant tropical note, leading to a palate of citrus fruits, some apricot too, 
vibrant and fresh with bright acidity behind, complex and juicy with a lovely, long, racy finish. Drink 2023 - 2026

Pouilly Fuissé Marie Antoinette Famille Vincent  2021 12 per case £250

From vineyards in Pouilly and Vergisson, very little oak used here. Pale gold with white flowers on the nose, fresh and racy, leading to 
green stone fruits on the palate, saline and light, again floral, very attractive and going to a lovely juicy, sappy finish. Drink 2023 - 2027

Pouilly Fuissé Tête de Cuvée Château Fuissé  2021 12 per case £290

Although 90% of this is aged in barrel, only 30% is fermented in oak to retain freshness. This year this contains the fruit from Les 
Combettes and premier cru Les Brûlés – just 150 litres from each – as well as other premier cru fruit. Pale gold with a nose of juicy 
greengage fruit, some lychee notes, grilled with a hint of vanilla and coconut behind. On the palate, bright and fresh with racy acidity, 
leafy and floral, weighty and saline going to a long, mouth-watering finish. Drink 2024 - 2028

 £ per case
 in bond
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Meurgey-Croses
Pierre Meurgey has two strings to his production bow – family vineyards in the Mâconnais which 
he manages for his mother and cousins, and for which he acts as a négociant, and his own personal 
vineyards in the Côte de Beaune, where he makes wine under his Domaine name. We risked having 
none of his delicious Uchizy at all as his cousin was prepared to let the fruit wither on the vine, but 
Pierre persuaded him that it was worth harvesting the 20% which survived the weather trials, and 
the results prove he was right to push for it. Having spent most of his working life selling wine and 
advising growers, Pierre is clearly still relishing the challenges of working amongst his own vines 
rather than at a desk, despite the intensity of the past few growing seasons.  

Mâcon Uchizy Meurgey-Croses  2021 12 per case £160

Pale gold with a gloriously attractive nose of white flowers, orange blossom, peaches, some marzipan and almost exotic with a hint 
of green leaf, leading to a palate of soft white stone fruits, with a lifted floral note, with gentle acidity behind, soft and supple and 
eminently drinkable already. Drink 2023 - 2024

Viré Clessé Vieilles Vignes Meurgey-Croses  2021 12 per case £200

Normally one third of Pierre’s Viré Clessé would go into old barrels and the remaining wine into tank but because of the small 
volume it has all been aged in old wood this year, with bâtonnage. Pale gold with white flowers on the nose, less exuberant than 
the Uchizy, leafy with hints of angelica and citrus behind, leading to a rounded palate with notes of marzipan and grilled white fruits, 
again leafy and broad on the finish with light acidity at the end. Drink 2023 - 2025

St Véran Meurgey-Croses  2021 12 per case £225

St Véran is split into several different zones stretching some 15km either side of Pouilly; the vines for this wine are in Leynes, one 
of the most southerly vineyards; 85% of the production remains in tank with the balance in barrel, just one of which was new in 
this vintage. Deeper gold with a nose of tight chalky white fruit overlaid by caramelised, honeyed tones and some Meltis Newberry 
Fruit notes, leafy and fresh. Beautifully spiced fruits on the palate, with notes of white pepper and distant vanilla, lovely balance and 
richness, supple and fresh and totally delicious. Drink 2023 - 2025

Pouilly Fuissé Vieilles Vignes Meurgey-Croses 2021 12 per case £300

Normally Pierre makes 20 barrels but managed only 8 in 2021; no new wood used. Vines are between 55 and 85 years old, from 
four parcels in the village of Pouilly. Pale gold with a nose of lime flowers, hazelnut, lightly grilled and creamed citrus fruits, leading to 
a similar palate with bright floral notes, citrus and racy, fresh and lifted with a long, spiced, focused citrus finish. Drink 2024 - 2027

 £ per case
 in bond
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Bourgogne Rouge Hautes Côtes de Nuits Pierre Meurgey 2021 12 per case £245

From vineyards to the west of Nuits St Georges, in the hills, this is a new cuvée in 2021; harvested on 6th October, 100% 
destemmed. Deep red to the rim with a nose of juicy black cherry fruit, a hint of dark chocolate, with some creamed and grilled 
notes leading to a palate of soft red and black berry fruit, nice density, with some richness and light tannins behind and a light hint of 
spice. Very approachable now but will keep too. Drink 2023 - 2028.

Savigny-lès-Beaune Les Bas Liards Pierre Meurgey 2021 12 per case £325

At the foot of the Savigny valley, on former alluvial soils with free draining galets – big flat stones which also radiate heat back to 
the vines; organic. Normally Pierre would add 20-30% of stems into the fermentation but in 2021 this has no whole bunches. Deep 
colour right to the rim with a nose of lovely deep red cherry, black fruit, lightly grilled with a dark chocolate note and a floral touch 
behind, very alluring. On the palate, warm red and black fruits, some blackcurrant notes with really supple but present tannins 
behind and going to a juicy, floral, spiced ripe finish. This will give lots of pleasure. Drink 2024 - 2028

 £ per case
 in bond

our conTacT deTails

to place an order or for advice and assistance in choosing your wines please call 01353 977 995 or contact us 
using the e-mail addresses below:

 
 Andrew Gordon Laura Taylor Nicola Arcedeckne-Butler MW
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CÔTE DE BEAUNE

Domaine Guy Bocard
A new domaine for us this year, consisting of 5.6 hectares in and around Meursault; it 
was founded by Guy Bocard’s grandfather Charles in the 1920s and when Guy took 
over he changed the name to his. Guy retired in 2018 and has since sold the Domaine 
to the Derichebourg family. They have taken on René Mora as winemaker, who had 
worked for the Domaine for 13 years (starting as a picker and making his way up the 
ladder) before going to work with other Burgundy domaines such as Hubert Lamy and 
Jadot. The new owners are investing heavily in updating the property and particularly 
the chai so that each individual parcel can be handled separately, although with the small 
crop in 2021 this wasn’t strictly necessary as the individual plots had to be blended 
together in order to have a meaningful amount of fruit to work with. René would like to 
use bigger barrels, such as demi-muids, but the bijou cellar makes it nigh on impossible to 
get anything bigger than a regular barrel in.

Bourgogne Côte d’Or  2021 6 per case £140

From several plots around Meursault, the principal fruit coming from low-yielding old vines in Les Durots, on the Volnay side, half 
of which could be labelled Meursault rather than generic Bourgogne, with two other plots next to Meursault lieu dit Limouzin; all 
matured in barrel with only a small amount of new wood. Pale gold with a nose of rich white stone fruits, a touch of citrus, leafy, 
leading to a rich palate with fine creamed citrus notes, lightly grilled, fresh and racy with good depth and a long, refined finish. 
Drink 2024 - 2027

Meursault Vieilles Vignes  2021 6 per case £325

A blend of four parcels: Les Durots, Les Malpoiriers, Les Dressoles and En La Barre, all on the northern side of the village and in 
2021 all harvested and fermented together; 15% new wood with the balance in two year old barrels. Bright green gold with a nose 
of tight, creamed white stone fruit with citrus highlights, really appealing, leading to a tight, saline palate with white fruits, white pear, 
floral, with lovely fresh acidity behind and some honeyed fruit on the lemon-infused finish. Really vibrant. Drink 2025 - 2028+

 £ per case
 in bond
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Domaine Jean Chartron
When your Domaine produces almost exclusively white wines, a frost which appears to 
single out Chardonnay is always a problem. Jean-Michel Chartron, who runs the Domaine 
with his sister Anne-Laure, exchanges fruit with fellow growers to give him a broader 
portfolio, most notably swapping Puligny premiers crus for Le Montrachet, but also with 
some lesser appellations; unfortunately in 2021 such swaps were less easy to achieve. This 
year we have added a delicious Hautes Côtes de Beaune which really sang when we were 
tasting, and bridges the gap between Bourgogne Blanc and the crus particularly effectively. 
Despite how difficult the year was, Jean-Michel was delighted by how the individual terroirs 
stood out, unlike in hot years when the weather appears to have more influence than the 
soil. 

Bourgogne Hautes Côtes de Beaune Vieilles Vignes Blanc     2021 12 per case £220

From vines around Nantoux, west of Beaune, this is barrel fermented and aged with 10% new wood. Bright gold with a nose of tight 
leafy green fruits, quite rich with notes of yellow stone fruit, mineral and almost flinty; tighter and more expressive on the palate 
with again this juicy leafy green fruit, very bright with good depth and richness and a fine long finish. Drink 2023 - 2026

Chassagne Montrachet  2021 6 per case £305

In 2016 Jean-Michel grubbed up his premier cru Chassagne Cailleret; 2021 is the first vintage from the new plants and will be blended 
into the village wine until it is ready to stand alone. Bright gold with a green glint and with a nose of gorgeous mineral, almost 
peachy, leafy white fruits, really alluring and complex with notes of apple, honey and spice. Rich and intense on the palate with some 
creamed tones, lovely warm white fruit behind the racy acidity, and again a spiced note, going to a gorgeous, juicy, grilled, mineral 
finish. Just delicious. Drink 2024 - 2028+

Puligny Montrachet  2021 6 per case £330

A combination of Chartron’s own fruit and some bought in, with less than half their normal production here. Bright gold with a 
green glint and a rich, intense nose of alluring white stone fruits and a distant grilled note. Equally rich and intense on the palate with 
notes of green leaf and green stone fruit, backed up by racy acidity, going to a long, intense finish. Finesse and power. 
Drink 2024 - 2028

Puligny Montrachet 1er Cru Clos de la Pucelle (Monopole)  2021 6 per case £570

From a 1.1 hectare clos in the middle of Pucelles, which lost some 50% of the crop this year. Bright gold with a nose of tight green 
fruit with some smoky and grilled notes leading to a rich palate, creamed and almost buttery with a hint of spice and musk behind, 
so elegant with racy acidity and a long, poised, mineral finish. Gorgeous now and will grow in stature. Drink 2024 - 2028

 £ per case
 in bond
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Puligny Montrachet Clos du Cailleret   2021 6 per case £560

Just under a hectare, next to Le Montrachet, which lost 40% of the crop to frost. Pale gold with a nose of tight, mineral white fruit 
with some leafy green notes, giving little away at this stage. Rich and mineral on the palate, with some creamed yellow fruits, a floral 
hint and then again a green stem note, leafy and mineral with supple acidity behind, going to a long, mineral finish.  Drink 2023 - 2028

Domaine Chanson
Chanson, one of the oldest négociants in Beaune, was purchased by Champagne Bollinger in 1999, who 
infused it with much-needed investment. They are substantial landowners in the area, including 25 
hectares of Beaune premiers crus, and they have continued to invest in new vineyards as and when they 
come up for sale, managing this alongside their négociant business. They have moved their winery into 
a practical, purpose-built building in Savigny-Lès-Beaune, but prior to that everything was brought into 
the bastion, a defensive tower in the Medieval Beaune walls, where it was vinified and then stored. The 
barrels still undergo their ageing in the tower, with different floors for different levels of crus and 
vintages, in perfect storage conditions. 

Savigny lès Beaune Blanc 1er Cru Hauts Marconnets  2021 6 per case £150

One of only two white crus in Savigny, on degraded limestone with clay; 20 year old vines. Bright pale gold with a nose of creamed 
citrus fruits, some leafy, floral notes, lightly grilled with some iodine too. On the palate, smooth white fruit, some hazelnut, and a 
distant honeyed and beeswax note, then big leafy green fruit comes through, racy right through to the zippy, elegant finish. Delicious. 
Drink 2023 - 2028

Beaune 1er Cru Clos des Mouches Blanc   2021 6 per case £385
One of the southernmost premiers crus in Beaune, where Chanson own 4.25 hectares, split between white and red grapes; the two 
hectares of Chardonnay vines are planted on a more northerly exposed part of the Clos to retain their freshness. Not available for 
tasting at the time of our visit.

Beaune 1er Cru Clos des Marconnets  2021 6 per case £180

Very pale and ethereal in colour with a nose of warm red and black cherries, sweet and perfumed with a very distant grilled note, 
lightly spiced, leading to a bone dry palate of juicy red and black fruits, layered and fresh with again a light grilled note, musky, tight 
and racy with big supple tannins behind and going to a long, evolving finish. Drink 2025 - 2029

Beaune 1er Clos des Fèves (Monopole)  2021 6 per case £345

4.12 hectares on the northern side of the appellation, and Chanson’s flagship. 60% whole bunch fermentation. Deep purple red to 
the rim with a nose of structured cool black fruits, black cherry and damson, with a very distant grilled note. On the palate, fresh 
racy black fruit, some red too, redcurrant and loganberry, and again a grilled note behind with substantial ripe tannins, lots of texture, 
going to a long, spiced, cherry-infused finish. Drink 2026 - 2030

 £ per case
 in bond

 £ per case
 in bond
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Domaine Baptiste Guyot
Baptiste Guyot is on a roll – he has managed to increase his vineyards up to nine hectares over the 
past decade, including several former family plots, he is finally building a much-needed cuverie and, to 
cap it all, he was crowned ‘Jeune Talent’ Côte de Beaune winemaker of the year for 2022 – chapeau! 
When we first visited Domaine Guyot, we fell in love with the Clos du Foulot, a one hectare plot 
literally behind the house and below the premiers crus Teurons and Grèves, and its truly sumptuous 
Beaune Blanc, but were concerned when Baptiste said he was replanting part of the Clos to Pinot 
Noir. The worry was needless – the 2020 Clos du Foulot Rouge, its first vintage, is a total corker, 
and part of the reason Baptiste won the young winemaker of the year. The Clos itself, with its 600 
year old walls, was integral to Baptiste’s growing season in 2021 – the combination of his proximity 
to Beaune itself and the walls around the vineyard meant that the frost did much less damage there 
than on the premier cru slopes. 

Beaune Blanc Clos du Foulot (Monopole)  2021 6 per case £135

0.75 hectares here; bright green gold with a nose of light, fresh white stone fruit, some lychee notes, floral and perfumed, citrus, 
classic with a nice spicy bite of white pepper. On the palate, juicy white stone fruits with bright acidity, plump with a distant grilled 
note, going to a fine finish. As alluring as ever! Drink 2023 - 2025

Beaune Rouge Clos du Foulot (Monopole)  2021 6 per case £140

Just a quarter of a hectare here, with very young vines. Bright red, not deep, with a nose of tight red and black fruits, fresh and juicy, 
with a palate of more of the same, nicely crunchy before broadening out to being savoury and rounded with a crunchy black fruit 
finish with supple tannins behind. Not a blockbuster, just deliciously juicy fruit for Pinot Noir lovers. Drink 2024 - 2026

Beaune 1er Cru Les Teurons  2021 6 per case £190

Deep red black but not dense with a nose of red berries, some redcurrants, hay and straw with some jammy notes too – sweet fruit 
aromas. More concentrated on the palate and again the dried grass note behind the red and black fruit, supple tannins, some spice, 
going to a long, floral finish. Drink 2024 - 2027

Beaune 1er Cru Les Grèves   2021 6 per case £195

Vibrant red black with a nose of sweet ripe fruits underscored by notes of hay and ozone, very tight, leading to a palate of racy red 
fruits with ripe tannins behind, sweetly fruited with good intensity, almost jammy fruit before going to a long, spiced finish. 
Drink 2024 - 2027

Beaune 1er Cru Clos des Avaux  2021 6 per case £195

Limpid red to the rim with a leafy, red berry fruit nose, almost grassy, going to a palate of lovely leafy fresh berry fruit with a 
very distant grilled note, warm and intense with an attractive floral character and supple, fresh tannins behind, ending with juicy, 
approachable finish. Drink 2024 - 2026

 £ per case
 in bond
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Pommard 1er Cru Les Jarolières  2021 6 per case £250

Between premier cru Chanlins and Volnay premier cru Fremiets, on the south side of the appellation. Vibrant but pale red with a nose 
of juicy mulberry notes, leafy with a hint of cherry behind; on the palate red fruits, juicy and spiced with a leafy note behind, sappy 
and sweet going to a long, juicy finish with tannins only showing themselves at the end. A gentle Pommard. Drink 2025 – 2029

Domaine Patrick Javillier
Marion Javillier warned us in advance of our visit not to book too long a slot with her as 
there was very little she was going to let us taste, just a couple of Meursaults, so low are 
their volumes. As it turned out, we stayed almost as long as we normally do talking about 
not just the horrors of 2021 but also the joys of 2022. The litany of loss in 2021 is soul 
destroying: Bourgognes Blancs and Meursault down 60%; Meursault lieux dits down 80%; 
Corton Charlemagne so reduced that they had one barrel only and will release in individual 
numbered bottles; Aloxe Corton (red) down 50%. As with so many growers, in volume 
terms they have had just two harvests spread across three years, and with the global 
demand for Burgundy she thinks it will take five normal harvests to replenish their stocks 
to a comfortable level. 2022 is the first step on that journey, with a good but not huge 
harvest of really high quality fruit, so things are starting to look up.

Bourgogne Blanc Côte d’Or Cuvée Les Forgets  2021 6 per case £125

From the Volnay side of Meursault.  In the Burgundy Report, Bill Nanson calls it ‘completely delicious – with fine intensity’.

Savigny lès Beaune Les Montchenevoy  2021 6 per case £175

Montchenevoy is a hectare of vines, right at the top of the hill above the village of Savigny, which originally belonged to Marion’s 
maternal grandparents and was bought by Patrick in 1990.

Meursault Les Tillets   2021 6 per case £315

Bright gold with a green glint. On the nose, golden fruits with a warm grilled touch, toasty with some grilled lemons and crème 
pâtissière notes too, leading to a much more direct palate, racy and fresh, with bright acidity, supple and rich, broad yet linear with a 
spiced note behind going to a long, lithe finish. Delicious. Drink 2023 - 2029+

 £ per case
 in bond

 £ per case
 in bond
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Domaine Matrot
Although Domaine Matrot predominantly produces white wines, given their base in 
Meursault, under the stewardship of Adèle and Elsa Matrot they continue to increase their 
production of red wines and the sisters are proving to be equally adept red winemakers. 
Sadly, 2021 hit both red and white vines hard for them, resulting in an overall 80% reduction 
in yields and, as with many, their cellars had to adapt to handle such small volumes, both 
in terms of their new oak requirement (always low chez Matrot) but more specifically the 
requirement for small vats in which to ferment these tiny quantities. Instead of investing 
heavily in new containers they decided to blend parcels together to achieve workable 
quantities and as a result, their Bourgogne Pinot Noir, always such a banker, contains all 
their Monthélie fruit in 2021. For the Matrot parents, Thierry and Pascale, the worst was 
looking out of their windows at home in the Hameau de Blagny, above the vineyards of 
Puligny and Meursault, and seeing the havoc wreaked by the frost; they have never had 
candles in the vineyards there before, and Blagny, under the woods, tends to escape the 
freezing temperatures – Thierry commented that by the time Blagny was hit, Meursault 
would have been decimated. Production here follows organic principles but without 
certification – Elsa says that for them it is a way of life, not a question of ticking boxes.

Bourgogne Chardonnay  2021 12 per case £235

Less than a third of their normal production here, with fruit coming only from Meursault and the Hautes Côtes de Beaune; aged in 
one year old barrels. Pale gold with a nose of sweet butterscotch notes, lightly grilled, with buttery stony white fruit, leading to a 
fresh and racy palate with hints of vanilla, vibrant and citrusy, juicy, going to a really fine, citrus-infused finish. Drink 2023 - 2026

St Romain  2021 12 per case £345

Matured in one year old barrels. Pale gold with a lovely racy nose of white stone fruits and white flowers with some grilled notes 
behind, leading to a lively, mineral palate, fresh and intense, seriously mouth-watering and juicy with white spices, delicious depth and 
going to a long, nicely complex finish. Drink 2024 - 2028+

Meursault   2021 12 per case £595

50% down in volume; a mix of one to five year old barrels are used as the aim is purity of fruit and minerality and new wood would 
obscure the soil influence. Bright green gold with a nose of rich, honeyed white flowers, some wood spice, floral but not hugely 
overt going to a palate of big smooth white fruits, leafy, with notes of creamed lemon, toasty and racy with a long, fruited finish. 
Drink 2024 - 2029+

 £ per case
 in bond
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Meursault 1er Cru Les Charmes  2021 6 per case £480

From the upper slopes of Charmes, with poorer, more limestone-influenced soils. Just four barrels made here (1,200 bottles) from 
one hectare which would normally produce four or five times that amount. Very pale in colour with a nose of white stone fruits, 
some crème pâtissière, spiced, cool and mineral leading to a leafy, rich and intense palate, floral – white flowers – perfumed and 
concentrated, citrus and spice, with racy acidity, going to a long, citrusy, floral finish. This is a lovely wine which will need some time 
to come together. Drink 2024 - 2030

Puligny Montrachet 1er Cru Les Chalumeaux   2021 6 per case £500

On the boundary with Meursault, with just seven barrels made this year instead of a normal twenty-six. Very pale with a green glint 
and a nose of very tight white stone fruit, some floral notes, spiced – white spices, with some wood spice too – and a hint of vanillin, 
really attractive. On the palate, big layered white stone fruit, perfumed and really floral, powerful and complex with a long, citrus-
infused finish. Very pure and linear. Drink 2025 - 2030

Bourgogne Pinot Noir (screwcap)   2021 12 per case £230

From two plots in Puligny and one in Meursault in 2021; 100% destemmed and with 10% new oak. Incredibly pale to the rim with 
a nose of crunchy, cool red fruits, cranberries, some dark chocolate notes, stony too; on the palate, big red cherry fruit with bright 
acidity and light tannins behind, juicy and fresh and going to a sweetly fruited, sappy finish. Revitalising. Drink 2023 - 2026

Maranges Vieilles Vignes   2021 12 per case £235

Harvested 16th September, just before the stormy weekend of 18-19th September; just nine barrels here instead of the usual thirty-
six, and with premier cru fruit included in the villages blend. Very pale with a nose of tight, stony red fruits, perfumed and mineral. 
Perfumed on the palate and again very stony, richer and juicy behind although not lush; classic, perfumed Pinot fruit, going to a tight, 
racy, creamed finish. Drink 2024 - 2027+

Blagny 1er Cru la Pièce sous le Bois   2021 6 per case £275

Less than half a normal crop here. Deep red to the rim with a nose of rounded, caramelised black cherry fruit, light and floral, 
perfumed, musky and savoury with some dark chocolate notes; fresh and vibrant on the palate, with creamy dark fruits, rich and long 
and needs some more time but this will be delicious. Drink 2024 - 2028

Volnay 1er Cru Les Santenots  2021 6 per case £275

Grown on clay-limestone soils on a steep slope, with particularly thin soils; it is always the first red plot to be harvested, along with 
neighbouring Meursault rouge.

 £ per case
 in bond
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Domaine Michel Niellon
A perfect storm for Domaine Michel Niellon led to an 80% reduction in their 2021 crop 
– frost, poor flowering (principally because there were few buds left to flower) and the 
ongoing history of deterioration in a commonly used rootstock, which is causing problems 
all over Burgundy as it reduces vine vigour and fruitfulness. By dint of constant passages 
through the vineyards, watching, assessing, spraying, they managed to keep their fruit healthy 
and avoid mildew jumping from the leaves to the fruit, but it was non-stop. Lucie Coutoux 
summed up the 2021 growing season in one, pithy phrase – ‘shorts weren’t needed in the 
vineyards this year!’ Harvest began on 18th September and finished a week later, and there 
have been pleasant surprises as the wines have grown and broadened beyond expectations 
during their time in barrel.  

Chassagne Montrachet Rouge  2021 12 per case £250

Lucie described this as ‘a return to the old style’, from her grandfather’s time, when waiting for phenolic maturity was an ill-afforded 
luxury; they macerated the fruit pre-fermentation at cool temperatures, allowing them to extract fruit flavours without gathering 
harsh tannins at the same time. Bright ruby red with a tight nose of warm red berries, some spice, even fresh raspberry, with a light 
grilled note. On the palate, delicious red fruits, not black, with a tight mineral backbone, with supple tannins behind and a veritable 
fruit bowl - red berries, raspberries, strawberries – with fresh leafy notes too, leading to a mineral, juicy, ripe finish with spice right 
on the end. Easy going and ready to go! Drink 2023 - 2028

Chassagne Montrachet   2021 6 per case £250

From different plots across the appellation, giving a true overview of Chassagne villages. Bright gold with a lovely, perfumed nose, 
spiced with hints of crème pâtissière with some waxy white flowers too, rich and intense. This is all supported on the palate with 
bright, fresh fruit and racy acidity, with green leaf notes, going to a long finish. Absolutely delicious. Drink 2024 - 2028+

Chassagne Montrachet 1er Cru Clos de la Maltroie   2021 6 per case £375

50 year old vines on clay-rich soil. Bright gold with a nose of tight, stony white fruits, perfumed and less open than the villages, 
giving little away. More overt on the palate, which is rich and dense, linear and focused with sweet fruit behind, more noticeable 
acidity which is well balanced with the fruit, some green leafy notes and lovely concentration on the tight, racy, saline finish. Almost 
monolithic. Drink 2024 - 2029

Chassagne Montrachet 1er Cru Les Champgains  2021 6 per case £375

Just 44 ares of vines, on two limestone-rich plots. Bright gold with a nose of rich, stony white fruits, some musky, spiced notes, tight 
with a distant grilled touch. More generous on the palate, with white stone fruits, mineral and stony with lovely spice behind, citrus 
accents and a rich, racy, long finish. Lovely wine. Drink 2024 - 2029

 £ per case
 in bond
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Chassagne Montrachet 1er Cru Les Chaumées Clos de la Truffière   2021 6 per case £400

A half hectare plot in the lee of a disused quarry, east facing. Bright gold with a nose of tight white stone fruit, some caramelised / 
nougat notes, warm and floral with a hint of spiced yellow fruits. Tight on the palate, less overt than the nose implies, with some 
musky incense notes behind, mineral with racy, lemony acidity, some spice but essentially very tight and closed, and going to a long, 
racy, breath-taking finish. Drink 2024 - 2030 

Chevalier Montrachet Grand Cru   2021 6 per case £1,850

Golden with a nose of warm brioche, some stone fruit, rich and intense with green leafy notes too, lots going on here. And on the 
palate... wow! Rich and dense, layered with creamed citrus notes, really intense, floral and creamed, a huge step up in density and 
focus, saline and mineral with an incredibly long, almost salty finish. Superb. Drink 2025 - 2032

 £ per case
 in bond

To order, or for advice and assistance, please contact your salesperson
or call us on 01353 721 999
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Les Parcellaires de Saulx
As the name implies, the team at Les Parcellaires de Saulx works with parcels; the owners of 
Château Belleville in Rully and Clos de la Commaraine in Pommard bought a former manor house 
with a négociant arm and have added a new twist to it. They buy in fruit for white wines, juice for 
reds (they are building a red cellar but it was delayed by Covid lockdowns) and each parcel is 
treated as a parcel, whereas négociants primarily blend batches together to give more availability. 
Most lots consist of no more than two or three barrels and, in 2021, they were unable to source 
sufficient fruit or wine from many of the crus they normally follow. Winemaker Isabelle Laurand is 
particularly choosy about the fruit and juice she will use as they have to be truly representative of 
their appellation and terroir. 

Bourgogne Chardonnay  2021 6 per case £135

The perfect introduction to the style of Les Parcellaires de Saulx and offering superb value for money, this Bourgogne Blanc is made 
from fruit purchased from Rully, fermented in oak before spending 8 to 10 months in one year old barrels.

Meursault Les Millerands  2021 6 per case £345

On the southern side of the village, next to Sous la Velle. Pale gold with a nose of strong white stone fruits, spiced and grilled, 
leading to a palate of racy white stone fruit, with the grilled note in abeyance, with honeyed tones and mineral freshness, leading to a 
beautifully poised finish. Drink 2024 - 2028

Meursault 1er Cru Les Bouchères   2021 6 per case £550

In the middle of the premiers crus, between Gouttes d’Or and Porusots. Pale gold with a pure, linear nose of white fruits, leafy, fresh 
and racy, with lovely citrus notes, more Puligny in style leading to a palate with big floral notes, fresh and energetic with some weight 
behind but remaining linear to the end, where there is just a touch of plumpness behind the racy minerality. Lovely. 
Drink 2025 - 2029+

Chambolle Musigny  2021 6 per case £350

Vibrant red to the rim with a tight nose of red fruits with some grilled notes, warmed red berries and a bright leafy note leading 
to a fresh, primary palate with supple black fruits, a bright mineral note, juicy and grilled with nice fresh green twist and a distant 
caramel touch on the finish. Great contrasts. Drink 2025 - 2029

 £ per case
 in bond
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Domaine Parent
Anne Parent has managed her 10 hectares of vines along biodynamic principles for some years 
but is now going forward for certification – she is currently certified organic. Sadly, no matter 
how well you look after your vines and their immediate environment, it doesn’t protect them 
from the onslaught of the weather, here registering a 70% loss, much the same as in the last great 
frost, 2016, with no white wine made at all. The Bourgogne Rouge, always a great buy, is even 
more impressive this year, benefitting from the fruit from various superior vineyards, whilst each 
of the Pommard crus are so strikingly different that it is hard to choose a favourite.

Bourgogne Pinot Noir Côte d’Or  2021 12 per case £350

Normally from fruit around Pommard and Volnay, this year it also contains Monthélie, Monthélie premier cru and Ladoix in the 
blend, and still production was less than half the normal volume for this wine. Vibrant pale red with some spice on the nose, juicy 
and jammy and very upfront, with fresh red berry fruit on the palate too, juicy with notes of black tea, floral and spiced with fine, 
integrated tannins and a softly fruited finish. Drink 2023 - 2026

Pommard La Croix Blanche   2021 12 per case £720

No whole bunch fermentation in 2021, the fruit was fully destemmed; 35% new wood and the wine had not yet been racked when 
we tasted. Vibrant red black with a nose of black rather than red fruit, juicy and spiced, with notes of redcurrant and a distant 
toastiness. More grilled, toasty notes on the palate with big juicy red cherry fruit behind, even cherry clafoutis, with substantial 
tannins behind and a delicious spice on the finish. Drink 2024 - 2029

Pommard 1er Cru Les Epenots   2021 6 per case £695

Grands and Petits Epenots are both in the blend this year, and mixed right from the time of picking. Normally Anne would include 
50% whole bunch but the grapes were fully destemmed in 2021; 45% new wood. Deep red black, limpid and vibrant, with a nose of 
lovely black cherry fruit, spiced, richly fruited with a temptingly exotic hint and without being lush. Sweet red fruits on the palate 
with substantial ripe tannins behind, grilled and toasty with the texture of high-octane dark chocolate, smooth and intense and going 
to a long, fruity finish. Wow! Drink 2026 - 2032

Corton Les Renards Grand Cru  2021 6 per case £820

Normally this would be 100% whole bunch and 100% new oak, but in 2021 there are no stems and less than 50% new wood. Deep 
rich red with a nose of lovely black cherry, more velvety than the Pommards and more complex and layered on the nose. Fresh, 
racy red fruits laced with grilled notes, so smooth, with black cherry, spice and some oak spice too with the tannins only really 
showing themselves at the end; a ripe, rich and layered finish. Superb. Drink 2025 - 2030+

 £ per case
 in bond
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Domaine Jean Vaudoisey
There is something particularly exciting about watching a young domaine bloom and grow in 
stature as their wines gain recognition in the public eye. Domaine Jean Vaudoisey, run by brothers 
Romain and Baptiste Poirrotte, has found fans in all sorts of places this year, including Jancis 
Robinson MW,  no mean feat, for their delicious whites. Sadly, this doesn’t make them invincible to 
the weather and they, inevitably, suffered losses across all their crus to a greater or lesser degree, 
with their six year old vines in Monthélie completely wiped out by the frost. They adapted their 
winemaking to ensure they emphasised the freshness of the fruit and to avoid any green notes, 
particularly in relation to the length of time the reds will stay in barrel and the resulting wines are 
incredibly juicy and pure and will drink brilliantly in the mid-term. 

Bourgogne Blanc   2021 12 per case £140

Just over a third of a normal crop for this. Pale gold with a gorgeously ripe, fresh nose of white stone fruit, citrus too, intense but 
pure, leading to a rich palate with citrus fruits and some hazelnut, linear yet plump, layered and toasty with a long, satisfying finish. 
This tastes far more serious than its appellation. Drink 2023 - 2026

Meursault Les Corbins   2021 12 per case £330

0.21 hectares of six year old vines in the northern part of the village, next to Les Santenots and below Le Cromin; one new 500 litre 
barrel plus one used barrique, with production down by 50%. Green gold with a gorgeously plump nose of toasty fresh fruit with 
some leafy notes behind, very Meursault in style, going to a palate of savoury grilled fruits, rich yet racy with citrus notes and a long, 
juicy finish. Drink 2023 - 2027

Bourgogne Rouge   2021 12 per case £140

Romain was particularly happy to be returning to a more classic, fresh Burgundy style rather than the sunny wines of late. Bright 
jewel-like ruby red, clear and light, with a lovely red fruit nose, with some crunchy and leafy notes, spiced, black pepper, really alluring 
with a distant grilled touch behind leading to a palate of soft red berries, again with spice and black pepper behind, leafy yet ripe and 
going to a fresh and racy finish. Drink 2023 - 2027 

Volnay Villages   2021 12 per case £275

Deeper in colour with a nose of juicy red berry fruit, redcurrants, perfumed and floral with some leafy notes with loganberries and 
black pepper coming through. Rich red fruits on the palate, juicy and ripe but not succulent, with lovely red berry fruit, creamy with 
a leafy freshness. Supple, well integrated bright tannins behind and a long, lingering perfumed finish. Drink 2024 - 2029

 £ per case
 in bond
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Volnay Les Grands Champs  2021 12 per case £280

A tiny 12 ares (0.12 hectare) plot with 40 year old vines, next to premier cru Les Grands Champs on the Pommard side of the 
village. Often blended into the villages cuvée. Pale jewel-like in colour with a focused nose of black and red fruits, more concentrated 
and mineral, linear, with almost blackcurrant notes, leading to a similarly fruit-driven palate with lots of red berries, even warmed 
strawberries, with fine, integrated tannins behind, incredibly pure and focused with a deliciously fresh, linear finish. Drink 2025 - 2029

Pommard  2021 12 per case £285

50% reduction in yield this year. Noticeably darker red than the Volnays with a nose of grilled dark fruits, roasted black cherries, with 
a nose of crème pâtissière, leafy and fresh too. On the palate, lovely rounded red and black fruits, cool and ripe with a leafy streak 
behind, supple, fresh and racy with finely balanced tannins and going to a rounded, perfumed, spiced finish. Drink 2025 - 2029

Volnay 1er Cru Mitans  2021 6 per case £195

84 year old vines, low yielding already but this year with less than half the average yield. Bright red with a nose of savoury red fruits, 
some toasty and grilled, celery salt with a light leafy note, then spiced and juicy with a stony hint which continues onto the palate, 
mineral and savoury with juicy, bright red and black fruits, complex and pretty and going to a really stylish finish. Drink 2024 - 2029

 £ per case
 in bond

“Against all the odds, this frosted, cool, damp vintage seems to have produced some beauties. It’s just a 
shame that there is so little wine to go round, and that prices are likely to be higher than ever.”

 Jancis Robinson MW
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CÔTE DE NUITS

Domaine de l’Arlot
Géraldine Godot, winemaker at Domaine de l’Arlot, is no shrinking violet when it comes 
to criticising her own wines, but she is a fan of the 2021s – she loves their freshness and 
roundness, and in particular the lift and energy. Her advice is to not be afraid of a vintage just 
because it is different – we couldn’t put it better. As with so many domaines, the challenging 
weather conditions and small harvest meant significant changes in the cellar for red and white 
wines, from managing smaller quantities to how to handle the fruit so it shows its best side. 
Here there was no whole bunch fermentation and no pigeage, just the softer remontage, for 
the reds, and just one white wine was made, the premier cru Clos de l’Arlot, instead of the 
usual three. Their Pinot Noir was impacted less by the frost, however the vines virtually 
stopped growing for two to three weeks, thereby delaying the growing season – the harvest 
started on 20th September in 2021, exactly a month later than in 2020. These wines are 
exquisitely perfumed and delicately balanced, they are deliciously fresh and racy and will give 
enormous pleasure.

From the 2021 vintage, Arlot are using an authentication and traceability app called ‘WID 
Track’ to enable you to scan your bottle, check its provenance and access a wealth of other 
information on the wine direct from the Domaine. This system is also employed by Domaine 
Michel Niellon. 

Nuits St Georges Blanc, 1er Cru Clos de l’Arlot (Monopole)  2021 6 per case £550

The only white produced this year at the Domaine, with fruit from La Gerbotte included, as it will be going forward; 20% new oak. 
Pale gold with a glorious nose of grilled white stone fruit, fresh and lively, some white flowers and some lime flowers too. Fresh and 
juicy, again white stone fruit and floral, with a warm toasty mid palate, fresh acidity on the end and lovely texture – creamed, fresh 
and layered. So delicious already! Drink 2023 - 2027

Côte de Nuits Villages Clos du Chapeau   2021 6 per case £185

Vibrant red to the rim with a gorgeous red cherry and red berry nose with some light leafy notes but not unripe, with a hint of 
strawberry jam and a distant grilled note, leading to a palate of fresh, leafy red fruits, light and soft in the mid palate with very gentle 
tannins, some caramel notes in the distance and a faint hint of classic farmyard too. Fresh and juicy on the finish, this is delicious. 
Drink 2024 - 2028+

Nuits St Georges 1er Cru Mont des Oiseaux   2021 6 per case £380

On the higher slopes of the Clos de l’Arlot, on white limestone soils. Deep in colour, limpid and vibrant, with a nose of rich red 
berries, some cooked cherry and almost black cherry too, focused on the nose with distant grilled notes, really alluring and juicy 
with a light feral twist. Black rather than red fruits on the palate, with super-smooth, integrated tannins, bright and cracklingly fresh 
with a leafy, caramel back note and going to a long, grilled, leafy red fruited finish. Really enticing. Drink 2025 - 2030

 £ per case
 in bond
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Nuits St Georges 1er Cru Clos des Forêts St Georges (Monopole)  2021 6 per case    £490
Deep, dark red purple right to the rim, with a nose of gorgeously rich, lightly warmed red fruits – cherry, plum – with some black 
fruits too, very fresh with a light, grilled, creamy note behind, cool and poised. On the palate, supple red fruits on entry, some black 
fruits too, then spiced and juicy notes come in, rich and powerful but not monolithic, lovely spiced accents with a hint of toasty 
caramel and superfine tannins behind, going to a long, toasty, leafy finish. A real step up and for the longer term. Drink 2026 - 2032+

Nuits St Georges 1er Cru Clos de l’Arlot (Monopole)   2021 6 per case £495

Vibrant red to the rim, with a nose of fresh red fruits, some red cherry and loganberry, with a distant hint of tart blackcurrant, 
creamed and lightly grilled with a note of black tea, leading to a palate of soft, supple black fruit, ripe and sweet with again a leafy 
touch, grilled and rich on the mid-palate with tannins so supple you have to look for them and then creamed, perfumed red fruits on 
the end with a refreshing bite of acidity behind. Drink 2025 - 2031+

Vosne Romanée 1er Cru Les Suchots  2021 6 per case £875

Deeper in colour right to the rim, limpid with a very expressive nose of red and black fruits, floral with a very distant grilled 
note, creamed and leafy, really pure – a wine for sniffing. Very smooth and supple on the palate, with bags of red and black fruits – 
damsons, some blueberries – with racy acidity and very supple, fully integrated tannins behind, smooth and floral with lightly exotic 
spices, and going to a long, musky, hyper-alluring finish with a dash of orange zest on the end. Drink 2025 - 2031+

Romanée St Vivant Grand Cru   2021 3 per case £1,575

Vibrant red with a nose of leafy red fruits – redcurrant, some raspberry / strawberry notes, red jelly – and a distant herbal note, 
grilled and refined. Cool and fresh on the palate with supple red berry fruits, red plum, with some grilled notes behind, such 
integrated tannins, beautifully floral and ripe with the grilled note taking the form of spiced fruit, perfumed and complex with a 
mineral touch, going to a rich, long, musky finish, balanced and tasty, very subtle. Drink 2026 - 2033+ 

 £ per case
 in bond
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Domaine Lucien Boillot
You can count on Pierre Boillot to come up with a pithy one-liner to sum up the vintage 
– this year’s heading our vintage report, underlining that the expression of terroir is what 
Burgundy is all about. 2021’s harvest, for him, started on 25th September, a full month later 
than in 2020, whilst 2022 was back to being almost a month earlier. Pierre commented 
that nature works in strange ways – the small yield in 2021 was a blessing as, had the vines 
had more fruit on them, the bunches wouldn’t have been able to ripen fully. As it was, and 
confounding many expectations, the grapes did ripen fully and the tannins, the canary in the 
mine, were ripe and supple, not green. In the Côte de Beaune, Pierre’s vines were hit hard 
– some 40% of his Puligny went to frost alone, before the challenging growing season had 
really begun – and his Volnay premiers crus were reduced to one and three barrels each; a 
barrel is a scant 300 bottles. Gevrey fared better with a decent, if not huge, harvest.

Puligny Montrachet 1er Cru Les Perrières   2021 6 per case £495

Pale gold with a nose of honeysuckle and white fruits, floral and fresh, leading to a palate of interesting, rounded white pear fruit, 
light acidity with a hint of cooked Bramley apples behind, sweet and ripe, mineral, bright with hint of citrus but more closed than 
usual at this stage. Ends with a bright, vibrant, mouth-watering finish. Drink 2024 - 2027

Volnay   2021 12 per case £415

Fine limpid red to the rim with a lovely nose of red and black fruit, primary and fresh, with a grilled, leafy note and even a touch of 
crème pâtissière, all echoed on the palate with an added note of black pepper, leafy and fresh with black fruit behind, sweet and juicy 
with a pithy, fruited finish. Very tasty. Drink 2025 - 2028

Gevrey Chambertin   2021 12 per case £470

Deeper red to the rim with a nose of red and black fruits, some freshly milled black pepper, sweet and ripe, leading to a saline, 
mineral palate of tasty black fruits with a note of dark chocolate and spiced with a distant grilled note and a fine tannic structure 
behind, tighter with more volume on the finish. Drink 2025 - 2029

Volnay 1er Cru Clos des Angles   2021 12 per case £590

Just three barrels here, so fewer than 1,000 bottles all told; this was very slow to go through malolactic fermentation and had only 
just finished when we tasted. Deep vibrant red to the heart with a nose of tight red flowers, red berries, still shy so soon after 
malolactic but the palate showed big structure with sweet black fruit, spiced and fresh, very elegant rather than powerful with fine, 
supple tannins and a gorgeously long finish. Drink 2025 - 2030

 £ per case
 in bond
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Gevrey Chambertin 1er Cru Les Corbeaux   2021 12 per case £695

Deep red black, jewel-like, with a nose of lovely red and black fruits, a note of almond essence, rich and creamed with lushness, 
with a grilled note behind. Sweet, ripe red and black fruits on the palate, rounded with a creamy hint, layered and rich with good 
complexity and racy tannins behind the fruit, going to a fine spiced, textured finish. Drink 2025 - 2030+

Volnay 1er Cru Les Caillerets   2021 6 per case £360

Just one barrel of 300 bottles here. Bright red with a nose of gorgeous black cherry fruit, grilled oak, rich and really alluring with 
notes of dark chocolate. Very tight on the palate, mineral and stony with sweet fruit behind, zingy and spiced with fine, supple 
tannins behind the fruit and a long, spiced, rich finish. Small but perfectly formed. Drink 2025 - 2030+

 £ per case
 in bond

Why do we keep mentioning whole bunches?

In modern red wine making, grapes are usually taken off the bunch prior to fermentation and either lightly crushed or left 
whole to start their fermentation (for example in Beaujolais). The use of whole bunches harks back to pre-mechanisation 
times but, as many growers return to the older, less intrusive ways of winemaking, it has been making a return, particularly 
for Pinot Noir. In warm vintages, ripe stems (ripe being the crucial word) can add freshness, complexity and silky tannins 
to the final wine, although they also lower acidity levels, so whilst some winemakers choose to use 100% whole bunches, 
generally there is a blend of de-stemmed and whole bunches to achieve the perfect balance. In cooler years when low 
temperatures delay full phenolic ripening of the stems, whole bunch fermentation could add a green note to the wines 
which would stand out from the smooth Pinot fruit and you will therefore see several notes which say that whole bunch 
fermentation was eschewed or significantly reduced in 2021. Ultimately, it is down to the skill of the winemaker and the 
style of the Domaine and we are delighted with the results in the wines we offer here, both without and with varying 
percentages of whole bunch fermentation.

To order, or for advice and assistance, please contact your salesperson
or call us on 01353 721 999
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Domaine Faiveley
A few years ago, Domaine Faiveley completely rebuilt their winery at the foot of the slopes of 
Nuits St Georges, with a veritable cathedral of a fermentation cellar opening directly onto the 
vineyards. Even more impressive, however, are the extensive original cellars underground which 
were formerly designed for the production of Crémant and therefore have impressively high 
ceilings with beautiful lighting – a fantastically atmospheric place to taste. The Domaine started 
the process of converting to organic production in their Mercurey vineyards, where they have 40 
hectares and, convinced by the results, they are now rolling it out across all their 127 hectares 
of vines with certification due in 2025, coincidentally their 200th anniversary. As elsewhere, 
white wine production was hit hard with tiny allocations and several crus not made. Overall their 
production was down some 45% across the board. 

Mercurey Clos Rochette (Monopole)   2021 6 per case £140

Bright gold with a warm, smoky oak nose with notes of fruit salad and a hint of tropical fruit, mango even, ripe with good poise 
on the palate, refreshing acidity, the fruit and oak nicely integrated, fresh and elegant going to a fine, lively finish infused with citrus 
flavours. Drink 2023 - 2026

Bienvenues Bâtard Montrachet Grand Cru   2021 6 per case £2,150

Bright gold with a nose of white flowers – lime flowers – really intense with some honeyed notes, leading to a rich, honeyed palate 
with creamed white fruits, floral and juicy with bright acidity behind, ripe and integrated, going to a long, citrus-infused finish. This 
needs time to marry all its elements but is delicious already. Drink 2024 - 2029

Mercurey La Framboisière (Monopole)  2021 6 per case £160

Limpid red with a nose of fresh red cherries, tinned strawberries and a floral – freesia – note too, very pretty and alluring. Lovely 
crunchy red fruit on the palate, with bright acidity, tight and very Pinot with more overt black fruits on the end. Lovely wine! 
Drink 2024 - 2027+

Mercurey 1er Cru Clos des Myglands    2021 6 per case £170

Limpid red with a nose of forest floor, wild and with a feral hint, with sweet, ripe red fruits behind leading to a more open palate of 
black and red fruits, fine and harmonious with a mineral, stony note, fresh and poised and going to an energetic finish. 
Drink 2024 - 2028

Corton Clos des Cortons Faiveley Grand Cru (Monopole)   2021 6 per case £1,250

Vibrant red in colour with a nose of tight fruits, some wet stone notes, very dense and mineral, perfumed and giving little away at 
present; rich and intense on the palate with much deeper fruit and big, supple, ripe tannins, very different to the Côte de Nuits 
grands crus, spiced and rich, less ethereal but more worldly and precise with a long, deep, intense finish. Impressive.  
Drink 2025 - 2030+

 £ per case
 in bond
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Echézeaux En Orveaux Grand Cru  2021 6 per case £1,400

On the northern side of the appellation, next to Musigny, south facing. Deep in colour with a nose of tight, properly black fruits, not 
a hint of red, perfumed with some crème pâtissière notes, leading to gorgeously sweet black fruits on the palate, really grown up 
with hints of grilled brioche, intense, sweet with distant spice and leafy notes, yet really ripe with warm red fruits too, even some 
raspberry on the finish. Drink 2025 - 2032

Clos de Vougeot Grand Cru   2021 6 per case £1,450

Deeply coloured with some pink on the rim with dark fruits on the nose, spiced, cool, perfumed and incredibly tight. On the palate, 
perfumed black fruits, mulberry and light blackcurrant, with distant spice and even some Christmas spices too, fresh and leafy with 
super-supple tannins behind, going to a long, spiced finish. Drink 2024 - 2030

Mazis Chambertin Grand Cru  2021 6 per case £1,595

Deep in colour with a fabulous nose of black cherry, spices, herbs, really alluring, with a touch of black pepper and some red berry 
jam notes too, truly stunning. On the palate, smooth black fruits, black pepper again, spice, with racy acidity and big ripe, supple 
tannins going to a delicious perfumed, spiced, rich finish which goes on and on. Drink 2026 - 2034

Chambertin Clos de Bèze Grand Cru  2021 6 per case £2,495

Vibrant deep colour, translucent, with a nose of rich, spiced red and black fruits, perfumed with some grilled oak too, really alluring, 
herby and fresh. On the palate, sweet and zingy black fruits mask the spice, some mineral notes and wet stone, with pretty red fruits 
too, underscored by substantial ripe tannins and going to a perfumed, musky, racy finish. Drink 2025 - 2032

 £ per case
 in bond

“I have really enjoyed the classicism of the great majority of the 2021 reds I have tasted so far. These are 
not blockbusters. They may not last for decades but is that necessary?” 

Jancis Robinson MW
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Domaine Michel Gros
Pierre Gros hasn’t had a particularly easy ride since he took over the Domaine from 
his father in 2019; his first vintage was hot and sunny with an easy growing season, 
then 2020, another hot year, caused many of his vines to struggle during the drought 
because of their poor limestone subsoils. And then along came 2021. Frost did 
cause some damage in many plots but much worse were the effects of mildew and 
oidium from the cold, wet weather, particularly impacting his Hautes Côtes de Nuits 
sites where he had to abandon one parcel entirely. Thankfully, the Clos du Vougeot 
and Nuits St Georges Les Chaliots vineyards were virtually unscathed, with Vougeot 
producing more than it has in the previous three vintages! 

Hautes Côtes de Nuits Fontaine St Martin (Monopole)   2021 6 per case £135

Four hectares of 35 year old vines, south east facing, at over 350 metres above sea level. Deep red with a tight nose of cool red 
and black fruit, some currant leaf too, leading to a cooler red and black fruited palate, hints of underbrush, with crunchy tannins and 
a distant grilled note, going to a sweet, spiced, perfumed yet racy finish which grows. A bit unknit at present but with all the right 
ingredients for a happy future. Drink 2024 - 2028

Gevrey Chambertin La Platière   2021 6 per case £325

A tiny 0.33 hectare plot at the southern end of the appellation, touching Morey St Denis, with 45 year old vines. Vibrant red with a 
nose of gorgeously perfumed black fruits, really alluring with hints of green spice, supple, leading to a palate with satisfyingly rounded 
red and black fruits, ripe plums and damsons, with a very distant spiced note and leafy red fruits; substantial but lithe and well-
integrated tannins underscoring the whole, going to a long, leafy, perfumed finish. Drink 2025 - 2029+ 

Vosne Romanée   2021 6 per case £450

Just under a hectare of vines close to the village of Vosne, from three parcels – 30 ares in Aux Réas (not the premier cru site), 5 ares 
in La Colombière and the balance in Au-Dessus de la Rivière. Very deep in colour with a darkly fruited nose, spiced, grilled and 
intense, perfumed and alluring, bold, leading to big dark fruits on the palate, with noticeable grilled new wood, fresh but the emphasis 
is on the deep concentration of fruit with tannins only just discernible, leading to a spiced, softly fruited finish. Drink 2025 - 2029

Vosne Romanée 1er Cru Aux Brûlées   2021 6 per case £725

0.63 hectares of 40 year old vines next to grand cru Richebourg, with poor stony soil on limestone bedrock. Deep in colour with a 
glorious nose of grilled black fruit, perfumed with some crème pâtissière, multi-layered and leading to a smooth, tactile palate of saline 
black fruits, substantial supple tannins, almost soft, with notes of black jelly, perfumed and spiced and hugely alluring already – but the 
tannins on the finish show it has a future ahead of it too. Drink 2025 - 2030

 £ per case
 in bond
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Vosne Romanée 1er Cru Clos de Réas (Monopole)   2021 6 per case £715

A substantial 2.12 hectares of 40 year old vines, bought by the Gros family in 1860, touching the village, on a limestone rich soil. 
Deep in colour with a gorgeously perfumed black fruit nose, spiced and sweet, savoury too, and very alluring, layered but cooler and 
less overt than the Brulées, leading to a supple palate of smooth red and black fruits, perfumed with lithe tannins behind, going to a 
very alluring finish. Drink 2025 - 2030

Clos de Vougeot Grand Cru  2021 6 per case £1,250

0.2 hectares of 25 year old vines in the top part of the Clos, bordering Grands Echézeaux, bought in 1967; 100% new oak. Deeply 
coloured with a nose of perfumed, grilled, almost luscious red berry fruit – raspberry and loganberry – the wood clearly marked at 
present. On the palate, substantial cool black fruits, saline and savoury with lovely poise and balance and ripe tannins behind, spiced 
and elegant, going to a very long finish. Drink 2026 - 2032

 £ per case
 in bond

To order, or for advice and assistance, please contact your salesperson
or call us on 01353 721 999
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Domaine Bertrand Machard de Gramont
What makes Bertrand Machard de Gramont’s wines so thrilling is that their vineyards 
are all on extremely poor, mostly high altitude sites, so it was no surprise that 2021 was 
a challenging vintage for them. They lost around half of their crop to an unholy trinity of 
frost, mildew and botrytis, with Axelle explaining that the date of harvest was a thorny 
question because of the slow ripening presenting an unenviable choice between harvesting 
healthy but perhaps not perfectly ripe fruit or waiting for ripeness along with a high risk of 
rot. As a result, she believes that many growers will have picked before their grapes were 
physiologically ripe, even if they wouldn’t admit as much. The 2021 vintage plays to the style 
of wine the Domaine are trying to produce, with more purity and freshness, and recent 
tastings with young sommeliers have shown that there is an appetite amongst the younger 
professionals for wines with finesse rather than brawn – this is their year! 

Bourgogne Rouge Les Grands Chaillots (from the Nuits commune)   2021 12 per case £240

On the Beaune side of Nuits St Georges, on a flint (chaillots) rich soil. Bright red to the rim with a nose of sweet, juicy black fruit, 
really fresh and succulent with notes of red cherry, almost cherryade, leading to a mouth-wateringly juicy palate, again a bright red 
cherry note with supple tannins behind, desperately attractive and so primary and succulent on the finish. Drink 2024 - 2027

Nuits St Georges Les Terrasses des Vallerots   2021 12 per case £440

Two hectares of vines across 12 terraces, planted around 20 years ago – it took three years to plant all the terraces. Deep in colour 
to the rim with a nose of soft red and black fruits; juicy with a light grilled note, leading to well-fruited palate with leafy notes, 
refined and with subtle power, supple, well-integrated tannins behind and a fresh, almost racy finish. Drink 2025 - 2028

Nuits St Georges Les Vallerots   2021 12 per case £495

Planted in 1984; just above premier cru Les Vaucrains. Bright red with a nose of soft red cherry fruit, fresh with crunchy tarry 
fruit too and a distant farmyard note, very primary. On the palate, rich red and black fruit, with more marked tannins than in Les 
Terrasses, supple and intense behind with a distant toasty note and some grilled caramel. Deliciously elegant. Drink 2026 - 2029

Nuits St Georges aux Allots   2021 12 per case £510

92 ares located just below premiers crus aux Vignerondes and Chaignots, on relatively flat land, with an average vine age of 55 years. 
10 ares of very old vines (between 80 and 100 years old) have just been grubbed up for replanting. Deep red with a very primary 
black fruit nose, some floral notes with black cherry once again, black fruit jelly too. Structured dark fruit on the palate, mineral and 
savoury, with supple tannins behind, some Christmas spice, and a long, juicy finish. This is all about black rather than red fruits. 
Drink 2026 - 2031

 £ per case
 in bond
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Nuits St Georges Les Haut Pruliers  2021 12 per case £555

Planted in 1964 on a very steep slope where roots struggle to gain depth; just three barrels produced in 2021 instead of the usual 
six. Deep red in colour with a nose of sweet damson fruit, juicy and ripe, black and alluring; very primary too. On the palate, more 
structured black fruits, very juicy with supple tannins and a zip of acidity behind, a light grilled fruit note (not oak) and a fresh, 
vibrant, long finish. Drink 2026 - 2032

Vosne Romanée   2021 12 per case £585

45 ares split between three parcels in Champs Goudins, Les Ormes and Bas Maizières, all to the east of the village; the 2021 harvest 
here was around normal. Deep red to the rim with a nose of rich red and black fruit, ripe and savoury, with jammy black cherry 
flavours behind. On the palate, peppery red fruits with good bite and freshness, with supple tannins behind, going to a long, fresh and 
racy finish. Drink 2025 - 2029+

Vosne Romanée Les Barreaux  2021 12 per case £730

15 ares, 0.15 hectares, at the top of the hill above premier cru Cros Parentoux and opposite aux Brulées, south east facing and very 
stony; replanted on purchase in 2002 and just 450 bottles made this year. Deep red black with a nose of marked, racy blackcurrant 
fruit, fresh and bright, rich and deep with dark fruits and flowers, even liquorice, leading to a similar palate with notes of blackcurrant 
bud, rich and intense, perfumed berried fruit, musky and gorgeously long and toasty on the finish. Supreme – but scarce. 
Drink 2026 - 2031

 £ per case
 in bond
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Domaine Méo-Camuzet Frère and Soeurs
The Méo family have been active in Burgundy and involved in wine one way or another for 
more than four centuries, but it was only in the early 1980s that the estate took on the name of 
Méo-Camuzet after several twists and turns under the management of Jean Méo, and it has been 
managed by his son Jean-Nicolas since 1989. The estate is based in Vosne-Romanée, with its 
original vineyards in Clos de Vougeot, and holdings stretch from Aloxe Corton in the south up to 
Marsannay in the north. Prior to the 1980s, the wines had been sold to négociants and not under 
the Domaine name, but once Jean-Nicolas became involved he made sure that estate bottling, 
aimed at the export market, was high on the list of priorities. Roll on several decades, and with 
the growing demand for Burgundy at all quality levels, the family made the decision to set up a 
négociant side of the business – Méo Camuzet Frère & Soeurs – focusing on plots they manage 
themselves during the growing season right through to harvest rather than just buying in fruit.  
We were not able to taste these wines on our visit to Burgundy but will be doing so in January.

N denotes Négociant and D denotes Domaine

Bourgogne Côte d’Or Hemisphere Nord N  2021 6 per case £156

Principally from Vosne-based vineyards, including some old vines in the Croix Blanche lieu dit on the southern edge of the appellation.

Fixin  N 2021 6 per case £231

From plots at either end of the appellation, just below premier cru Clos du Chapitre.

Fixin 1er Cru Clos du Chapitre  D 2021 6 per case £351

On the southern boundary of the appellation, on steep slopes with vines running north to south to limit erosion.

Nuits Saint Georges N  2021 6 per case £345

Although this is classified as a négociant wine, the bulk of the fruit comes from a Domaine vineyard, Au Bas de Combe, blended with 
some fruit from vineyards they manage.

Chambolle Musigny 1er Cru Les Charmes     N  2021 3 per case £435
The premier cru neighbouring Feusselottes, generally more rounded in style.

Vosne Romanée 1er Cru Les Chaumes        D  2021 3 per case £390
Approximately 1.6 hectares in the southern part of Vosne, bordering grand cru La Tâche and premier cru Les Malconsorts, on a deep 
clay soil.

Clos de Vougeot Grand Cru           D  2021 3 per case £780
Centrally located, the Méo-Camuzet plot sits just by the imposing Château of the Clos de Vougeot and in 2021 it includes the Grand 
Maupertuis vines too which are usually bottled separately. 

 £ per case
 in bond
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Domaine Poisot
Many growers found their malolactic fermentations to be very slow to start in 2021, 
however Rémi Poisot’s Pernand Vergelesses Blanc really took the biscuit, having not even 
tried to start by late October 2022. No-one appears to know why, as all the indicators 
are correct, but as he doesn’t believe in inoculating with a culture, he is waiting for 
nature to take its course – as it has done with his Corton Charlemagne, in the next door 
barrel. However, Rémi isn’t too concerned – he hasn’t decided whether he will offer the 
Pernand at all as he only has a feuillette – a dinky 114 litre barrel – which doesn’t go so 
very far. Things are slightly better with Corton Charlemagne, where he has a whole barrel 
plus a feuillette – or 342 litres in total – but this is compared to 13 + barrels in 2022. 
Rémi highlighted a particular problem of such a small vintage, and one we hadn’t really 
encountered before; as wines mature in barrel, they require regular topping up with more 
of the same due to evaporation, absorption by the wood and tasting; normally a grower 
would have a stainless steel tank dedicated to topping up, but with such small quantities this 
year growers have had to invest in new miniature versions – something which infuriated 
Rémi, given that yields were so far down it wasn’t really a year to be buying hardware. 
Happily for us, he did, and the resulting wines are gorgeously precise, pure and hugely 
expressive.

Corton Charlemagne Grand Cru   2021 6 per case £1,100

Bright gold with a nose of super-intense white stone fruits, citrus, grilled and with a very distant hazelnut note, creamed and mineral, 
leading to a palate of tight, white stone fruit, layered and punchy with citrus notes, a distant grilled hint, rich and creamed and going 
to a fabulously long finish. Drink 2024 - 2028

Pernand Vergelesses 1er Cru en Caradeux  2021 6 per case £245

Pale red to the rim with some purple tones, surprisingly dark, with a nose of juicy blackcurrant fruit, crunchy yet rich too, dense and 
not typical of other 2021s. The palate has a blackcurrant bud note, some intense car sweet notes too, ripe with succulent, mouth-
watering tannins, grilled and intense going to a pretty yet four-square finish. Drink 2024 - 2028

Corton Bressandes Grand Cru  2021 6 per case £495

Bright jewel-like red to the rim, not dense, with a nose of red and black fruits, somewhat monolithic and closed, then juicy, smoky 
notes come through, leading to a rich, sweetly-fruited palate with lovely concentration, more overt than the nose suggests, grilled 
and toasty with lovely supple, integrated tannins behind and with a long, ripe substantial finish. Drink 2026 - 2032

Romanée St Vivant Grand Cru   2021 6 per case £2,000

Very deep colour, purple, to the rim, with a nose of tight black fruits, some blackcurrant, and blueberry notes, herbal and floral, 
myrtle, with big grilled oak notes too, leading to a palate of smooth black fruits on entry, very primary and focused, mineral with 
tight, ripe tannins, incredibly rich and smooth, belying the vintage, with lovely depth and finesse and a long, stony finish. Even if it isn’t 
as rich as some other vintages, this is spectacular, with a finish which goes on and on. Drink 2026 - 2032+

 £ per case
 in bond
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Domaine Rossignol-Trapet
David Rossignol was surprisingly upbeat when we saw him, given that the Domaine had 
lost around 40% of the crop to the frost, but he pointed out that in his grandfather’s 
time losses were regularly higher – and even in recent years, 2016’s frost caused more 
damage to the premiers and grands crus, and was followed by even worse mildew than in 
2021 – so it is not as bad as it could have been. Harvest for the Domaine was at the end of 
September, very late even for Rossignol-Trapet, who are regularly one of the last to harvest 
in both Gevrey and Beaune, following the maturity of the vine rather than any particular 
calendar. David also pointed out, in reference to whole bunch fermentation, that before 
the 1990s it was the norm, and that things are coming round full circle. They normally 
use around 50% whole bunch, and even in 2021 they did the same as they have found that 
when they compare cuvées with and without whole bunch, they always prefer the whole 
bunch lot. The colours here are deceptive – the first wine we tasted, the Beaune premier 
cru Teurons, stunned us with its purity and intensity, despite a pale colour – we quickly 
learnt not to judge a book by its cover…

Gevrey Chambertin Vieilles Vignes  2021 12 per case £450

Slightly deeper in colour than the Teurons to pink on the rim with an intense nose of red fruits, savoury and spiced, yet cool and leafy 
too with some grilled notes. On the palate, sweet ripe red fruits, intense and toasty, with soft, supple tannins, some cool leafy fruit, 
green spices and floral notes too with a Christmas spice-infused finish. Drink 2025 - 2028

Gevrey Chambertin 1er Cru Clos Prieur   2021 6 per case £575

Deep in colour with tight red berry fruit on the nose, redcurrant, some crunchy notes, spiced – cinnamon – with leafy green fruit, 
leading to a soft, supple palate of leafy red fruits, redcurrant and rhubarb, gentle with integrated tannins, fresh and vibrant, with 
spiced cherry and spicy green tea on the long finish. David Rossignol says that spice is a typical Clos Prieur characteristic in any 
vintage. Drink 2026 - 2029

Gevrey Chambertin 1er Cru Petite Chapelle   2021 6 per case £575

Deeper in colour, vibrant to the rim with a nose of tightly spiced red and black fruits, more serious with black cherry and grilled 
oak notes, feral with some red flowers too. The palate is softer and more supple than the nose implies, with deliciously spiced red 
and black fruit, green spices, fresh with some acidity right in the background and tannins so well integrated that you have to look for 
them, going to a rich, floral, mineral finish. Drink 2026 - 2030

Latricières Chambertin Grand Cru   2021 6 per case £1,100

Deep in colour with a nose of more structured red and black fruit, crunchy with a grilled hint, gorgeously floral with notes of dark 
chocolate leading to a palate of lovely dark floral fruit, rosehips too, smooth and supple with hints of Christmas spice with super-
ripe tannins integrated with the fruit, supple and going to a long, spiced, tactile finish. Drink 2026 - 2030+

 £ per case
 in bond
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Chapelle Chambertin Grand Cru   2021 6 per case £1,100

Deep again in colour to the rim with a tight, mineral nose with hints of deeply-coloured flowers and darker fruit, some earthy 
underbrush notes too. On the palate, big saline fruit, smooth and spiced with substantial structured tannins behind, mineral, supple 
and layered going to a long, ripe finish which needs more time. Drink 2026 - 2032

Le Chambertin Grand Cru  2021 6 per case £1,800

Deeply coloured, bright, with a nose of tight, intense black fruit, spiced, floral, almost nettle too, with some distant nutmeg and 
hints of underbrush leading to a sweetly fruited, supple palate, spiced and mineral, very intense and smooth, going to a long, mouth-
watering finish of dark chocolate and spiced fruits. More alluring than usual. Drink 2026 - 2032

 £ per case
 in bond

Please ask us for details of our stocks of older vintages of red and white Burgundy,
or visit the Fine Wine List page of our website at www.privatecellar.co.uk
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Domaine Truchetet
The energy at Domaine Truchetet is quite something to see – and feel – when you visit. 
Managed now by Morgan and Julie Truchetet, along with Morgan’s partner Pauline, they are 
constantly improving and innovating, pushing the boundaries of what they think they can do, 
and the results are really impressive. On top of their Domaine holdings in Premeaux, south 
of Nuits St Georges, Pauline has taken on some derelict family vines from the Côte de 
Beaune and harvested her first grapes in 2022. They are obsessed, in a good way, with the 
health of their vineyards which really worked in their favour in the difficult 2021 growing 
season; they have raised the vine canopy to keep it further from the ground, allowing for 
better air circulation – vital in a damp year with disease pressure – enabling them to nip 
any mildew problems in the bud as it attacks the top shoots first. They are fans of cover 
crops in the vineyards, protecting the soil and keeping moisture in during drought years, 
taking up excess water in wet years and, even more importantly, allowing machines and 
people in between the rows without getting bogged down. Pauline commented that they 
were particularly struck by how the wines gained weight and gravitas during barrel ageing, 
giving them the lift they needed after a cool summer. 

Bourgogne Hautes Côtes de Nuits Blanc La Montagne   2021 6 per case £200

1.2 hectares of vines, in the hills directly above Premeaux. Bright green gold with a nose of sweet white stone fruits, lightly grilled 
with some sunny fruit, leading to a sweet, ripe palate, intense with a grilled note, rich with a distant citrus touch and a long 
finish. Very grown up for the appellation. Drink 2024 - 2028

Coteaux Bourguignons Cuvée Hugo  2021 12 per case £230

A blend of half Gamay, half Pinot Noir; the Gamay plants are more than 60 years old.  Bright purple, intense, with a nose of succulent 
juicy back fruits, very primary, with notes of black pepper, going to a similar palate with lots of juicy fruits, again a touch of black 
pepper, with supple tannins behind the very pure fruit, going to a long, gamay-infused finish – the Pinot normally asserts itself after a 
few months of bottle ageing. Drink 2023 - 2025

Bourgogne Vieilles Vignes Les Chaillots   2021 12 per case £335

From two plots of 60 year old vines, one on clay, the other on flint (chaillots), totalling 2.5 hectares. Deep red black with a nose of 
tight black fruits, some hay and herbal notes with some primary black cherry fruit, mineral and with a menthol note behind. Juicy 
black fruits on the palate, nicely concentrated and balanced and again a minty note with some underbrush too, with fine supple 
tannins right on the end. Drink 2024 - 2027

Bourgogne Hautes Côtes de Nuits Rouge La Montagne   2021 6 per case £195

From the same location as the white wine, close to the village of Chaux. Bright red in colour with a nose of tight briary black fruit, 
spiced with notes of black pepper, fresh and leafy with a distant black cherry touch, leading to a palate of fresh, ripe black fruits, black 
pepper again, even some floral notes, mineral and tight, supple tannins and a zippy finish. Drink 2024 - 2028+

 £ per case
 in bond
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Côtes de Nuits Villages  2021 6 per case £285

Just under a hectare of 50 year old vines in Comblanchien, immediately south of Premeaux. Limpid red with a nose of lovely red 
berry fruit, cherries, juicy with a light hint of vanilla and some floral notes too. Sweet and ripe on the palate with really pretty red 
berry fruit, a floral note and ripe tannins at the end of the juicy red fruit finish. Drink 2024 - 2027

Nuits St Georges Vieilles Vignes  2021 6 per case £420

From vines approaching 100 years old, across the road from premier cru Clos des Forêts, on limestone-rich clay. Deep red black, 
intense, with a nose of tight, mineral and very primary black fruits, spiced and floral, leading to a deliciously intense palate, rich and 
sweet, with a hint of dark chocolate and a finely-tuned finish. Drink 2025 - 2030

Pommard 1er Cru Les Bertins Morgan Truchetet  2021 6 per case £440

New to the books this year, from organic fruit bought in from one of Morgan’s contacts from his school days on the Volnay side 
of the village, next to Les Fremiers. Deep red black to the rim, bright, with more floral fruits on the nose, red berries, some grilled 
notes, very appealing, leading to a delicious palate, fresh and structured, supple with juicy red and black fruits, some light grilled notes 
with supple tannins behind and a bright, vibrant finish. Drink 2026 - 2030+

 £ per case
 in bond

our conTacT deTails

to place an order or for advice and assistance in choosing your wines please call 01353 977 995 or contact us 
using the e-mail addresses below:

 
 Andrew Gordon Laura Taylor Nicola Arcedeckne-Butler MW
 andrew@privatecellar.co.uk laura@privatecellar.co.uk nicola@privatecellar.co.uk

 James Naylor Amanda Skinner Camilla Shepherd
 james@privatecellar.co.uk amanda@privatecellar.co.uk camilla@privatecellar.co.uk
 
 Charlie Stanley-Evans Nick Clarke Peter McCalmont
 charlie@privatecellar.co.uk nick@privatecellar.co.uk peter@privatecellar.co.uk

 Alasdair Lawson-Dick  Josh Morris Lowe
 alasdair@privatecellar.co.uk  josh@privatecellar.co.uk 

 Lettie Fardon  James Virgin
 lettie@privatecellar.co.uk www.privatecellar.co.uk james.virgin@privatecellar.co.uk
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Terms and Conditions for En Primeur Purchases

Wines purchased “en primeur”, prior to being shipped, will be delivered up to 18 months after
release, depending on the region. 2021 Burgundies will be shipped in Spring and Autumn 2023.
Prices for wines sold en primeur are quoted “in bond”, exclusive of UK Duty, VAT and onward
delivery but including shipping. 

Cancellation of an order for en primeur wines will be accepted by Private Cellar only if made
within seven working days from receipt of your invoice, in writing, to 57 High Street, Wicken,
Cambridgeshire CB7 5XR.

Wines are offered subject to availability and will be subject to allocation. Please confirm
your eventual delivery instructions at the time of your order. When shipped, your wines
can be delivered to you and you will be invoiced for Duty, delivery and VAT at the prevailing
rate. Alternatively, your wines can be stored in bond in the Private Cellar Reserves LLP
account at the specialist wine storage facility, London City Bond Eton Park, for an annual 
storage fee. 

Orders for en primeur wines may be made by telephone, e-mail or post and confirmation of
your order or allocation will be on the issue of our invoice.

Please visit www.privatecellar.co.uk for our full terms & conditions

E&OE

http://www.privatecellar.co.uk
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index: leT us help you Find WhaT you’re looking For...
For more guidance and assistance, please do not hesitate to call your salesperson using the details found throughout the offer or 
simply dial 01353 721 999. Click on the wine name to go to the corresponding page.

ChaBlis

 Chablis, Samuel Billaud £240 W 12 7
 Chablis 1er Cru Montmains, Samuel Billaud £425 W 12 7
 Chablis 1er Cru Mont de Milieu, Samuel Billaud £450 W 12 7
 Chablis 1er Cru Séchet Vieilles Vignes, Samuel Billaud £485 W 12 7
 Chablis, Domaine William Fèvre £120 W 6 7
 Chablis 1er Cru Vaillons, William Fèvre £244 W 6 8
 Chablis 1er Cru Montmains, William Fèvre £244 W 6 8
 Chablis 1er Cru Montée de Tonnerre, William Fèvre £335 W 6 8
 Chablis 1er Cru Vaulorent, William Fèvre £325 W 6 8
 Chablis Grand Cru Bougros, William Fèvre £200 W 3 8
 Chablis Grand Cru Les Preuses, William Fèvre £200 W 3 9
 Chablis Grand Cru Côte Bouguerots, William Fèvre £286 W 3 9
 Chablis Grand Cru Les Clos, William Fèvre £325 W 3 9
 Petit Chablis, Lamblin & Fils £165 W 12 10
 Chablis Villages, Lamblin & Fils £210 W 12 10
 Chablis 1er Cru Vaillons, Lamblin & Fils £275 W 12 10
 Chablis 1er Cru Fourchaumes, Lamblin & Fils £285 W 12 10
 
Bourgogne, les CôTes & les hauTes CôTes WhiTe

 Bourgogne d’Or Chardonnay, Samuel Billaud £195 W 12 7
 Bourgogne Blanc, Château Fuissé  £145 W 12 12
 Bourgogne Côte d’Or, Domaine Guy Bocard £140 W 6 15
 Bourgogne Hautes Côtes de Beaune Vieilles Vignes Blanc, Domaine Jean Chartron £220 W 12 16
 Bourgogne Blanc Côte d’Or Cuvée Les Forgets Domaine Patrick Javillier £125 W 6 19
 Bourgogne Chardonnay, Domaine Matrot £235 W 12 20
 Bourgogne Chardonnay, Les Parcellaires de Saulx £135 W 6 24
 Bourgogne Blanc Domaine Jean Vaudoisey £140 W 12 26
 Bourgogne Haute Côtes de Nuits Blanc La Montagne, Domaine Truchetet £200 W 6 42

 £ per      Colour Bottles Page
 case  / case 
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Bourgogne, les CôTes & les hauTes CôTes red

 Bourgogne Rouge Hautes Côtes de Nuits, Pierre Meurgey £245 R 12 14
 Bourgogne Pinot Noir, Domaine Matrot £230 R 12 21
 Bourgogne Pinot Noir Côte d’Or Domaine Parent £350 R 12 25
 Bourgogne Rouge, Domaine Vaudoisey £140 R 12 26
 Bourgogne Rouge Les Grands Chaillots, Domaine Bertrand Machard de Gramont £240 R 12 36
 Bourgogne Côte d’Or Hemisphere Nord, Domaine Méo-Camuzet Frère and Soeurs £156 R 6 38
 Bourgogne Vieilles Vignes Les Chaillots, Domaine Truchetet £335 R 12 42
 Bourgogne Hautes Côtes de Nuits Rouge La Montagne, Domaine Truchetet £195 R 6 42

 Coteaux Bourguignons Cuvée Hugo, Domaine Truchetet £230 R 12 42

 Hautes Côtes de Nuits Fontaine St Martin, Domaine Michel Gros £135 R 6 34

CôTe Chalonnaise & MâConnais WhiTe

 Mercurey Clos Rochette, Domaine Faiveley £140 W 6 32

 Montagny 1er Cru Les Bassets, Château de Buxy £260 W 12 11

 Pouilly Fuissé Marie Antoinette, Famille Vincent £250 W 12 12
 Pouilly Fuissé Tête de Cuvée, Château Fuissé £290 W 12 12
 Pouilly Fuissé Vieilles Vignes, Meurgey-Croses £300 W 12 13

 Pouilly Vinzelles Les Quarts, Château de Buxy £230 W 12 11

 St Véran, Château Fuissé £185 W 12 12
 St Véran, Meurgey-Croses £225 W 12 13

 Viré Clessé Vieilles Vignes, Meurgey-Croses £200 W 12 13

CôTe Chalonnaise & MâConnais red

 Mercurey La Framboisière, Domaine Faiveley £160 R 6 32
 Mercurey 1er Cru Clos des Myglands, Domaine Faiveley £170 R 6 32

 £ per      Colour Bottles Page
 case  / case 
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CôTe de Beaune WhiTe

 Beaune 1er Cru Clos des Mouches Blanc, Domaine Chanson £385 W 6 17
 Beaune Blanc Clos du Foulot Domaine Baptiste Guyot £135 W 6 18

 Bienvenues Bâtad Montrachet Grand Cru, Domaine Faiveley £2,150 W 6 32

 Chassagne Montrachet, Domaine Jean Chartron £305 W 6 16
 Chassagne Montrachet, Domaine Michel Niellon £250 W 6 22
 Chassagne Montrachet 1er Cru Clos de la Maltroie, Domaine Michel Niellon £375 W 6 22
 Chassagne Montrachet 1er Cru Les Champgains, Domaine Michel Niellon £375 W 6 22
 Chassagne Montrachet 1er Cru Les Chaumées Clos de la Truffière, Domaine Michel Niellon £400 W 6 23

 Chevalier Montrachet Grand Cru, Domaine Michel Niellon £1,850 W 6 23

 Corton Bressandes Grand Cru, Domaine Poisot £495 R 6 39
 Corton Charlemagne Grand Cru, Domaine Poisot £1,100 W 6 39

 Meursault Vieilles Vignes, Domaine Guy Bocard £325 W 6 15
 Meursault Les Tillets, Domaine Patrick Javillier £315 W 6 19
 Meursault, Domaine Matrot £595 W 12 20
 Meursault 1er Cru Les Charmes, Domaine Matrot £480 W 6 21
 Meursault Les Millerands, Les Parcellaires de Saulx £345 W 6 24
 Meursault 1er Cru Les Bouchères, Les Parcellaires de Saulx £550 W 6 24
 Meursault Les Corbins, Domaine Jean Vaudoisey £330 W 12 26

 Puligny Montrachet, Domaine Jean Chartron £330 W 6 16
 Puligny Montrachet 1er Cru Clos de la Pucelle, Domaine Jean Chartron £570 W 6 16
 Puligny Montrachet Clos du Cailleret, Domaine Jean Chartron £560 W 6 17
 Puligny Montrachet 1er Cru Les Chalumeaux, Domaine Matrot £500 W 6 21
 Puligny Montrachet 1er Cru Les Perrières, Domaine Lucien Boillot £495 W 6 30

 St Romain, Domaine Matrot £345 W 12 20

 Savigny lès Beaune Blanc 1er Cru Hauts Marconnets, Domaine Chanson £150 W 6 17
 Savigny lès Beaune Les Montchenevoy, Domaine Patrick Javillier £175 W 6 19

 

 £ per      Colour Bottles Page
 case  / case 
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CôTe de Beaune red

 Beaune 1er Cru Clos des Marconnets, Domaine Chanson £180 R 6 17
 Beaune 1er Clos des Fèves, Domaine Chanson £345 R 6 17
 Beaune Rouge Clos du Foulot, Domaine Baptiste Guyot £140 R 6 18
 Beaune 1er Cru Les Teurons, Domaine Baptiste Guyot £190 R 6 18
 Beaune 1er Cru Les Grèves, Domaine Baptiste Guyot £195 R 6 18
 Beaune 1er Cru Clos des Avaux, Domaine Baptiste Guyot £195 R 6 18

 Blagny 1er Cru la Pièce sous le Bois, Domaine Matrot £275 R 6 21

 Chassagne Montrachet Rouge, Domaine Michel Niellon £250 R 12 22

 Corton Les Renards, Grand Cru, Domaine Parent £820 R 6 25

 Maranges Vieilles Vignes, Domaine Matrot £235 R 12 21

 Pernand Vergelesses 1er Cru en Caradeux, Domaine Poisot £245 R 6 39

 Pommard 1er Cru Les Jarolières, Domaine Baptiste Guyot £250 R 6 19
 Pommard La Croix Blanche, Domaine Parent £720 R 12 25
 Pommard 1er Cru Les Epenots, Domaine Parent £695 R 6 25
 Pommard, Domaine Jean Vaudoisey £285 R 12 27
 Pommard 1er Cru Les Bertins, Domaine Truchetet £440 R 6 43

 Savigny-lès-Beaune Les Bas Liards, Pierre Meurgey £245 R 12 14

 Volnay 1er Cru Les Santenots, Domaine Matrot £275 R 6 21
 Volnay Villages, Domaine Jean Vaudoisey £275 R 12 26
 Volnay Les Grands Champs, Jean Vaudoisey £280 R 12 27
 Volnay 1er Cru Mitans, Jean Vaudoisey £195 R 6 27
 Volnay, Domaine Lucien Boillot £415 R 12 30
 Volnay 1er Cru Clos des Angles, Domaine Lucien Boillot £590 R 12 30
 Volnay 1er Cru Les Caillerets, Domaine Lucien Boillot £360 R 6 31

CôTe de nuiTs WhiTe

 Nuits St Georges Blanc, 1er Cru Clos de l’Arlot, Domaine de l’Arlot £550 W 6 28

 £ per      Colour Bottles Page
 case  / case 
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CôTe de nuiTs red

 Chambertin Clos de Bèze Grand Cru, Domaine Faiveley £2,495 R 6 33

 Chambolle Musigny, Les Parcellaires de Saulx £350 R 6 24
 Chambolle Musigny 1er Cru Les Charmes, Domaine Méo-Camuzet Frère and Soeurs £435 R 6 38

 Chapelle Chambertin Grand Cru, Domaine Rossignol-Trapet £1,100 R 6 41
 
 Clos de Vougeot Grand Cru, Domaine Faiveley £1,450 R 6 33
 Clos de Vougeot Grand Cru, Domaine Michel Gros £1,250 R 6 35
 Clos de Vougeot Grand Cru, Domaine Méo-Camuzet Frère and Soeurs £780 R 3 38

 Côte de Nuits Villages Clos du Chapeau, Domaine de l’Arlot £185 R 6 28
 Côtes de Nuits Villages, Domaine Truchetet £285 R 6 43

 Echézeaux En Orveaux Grand Cru, Domaine Faiveley £1,400 R 6 33

 Fixin, Domaine Méo-Camuzet Frère and Soeurs £231 R 6 38
 Fixin 1er Cru Clos du Chapitre, Domaine Méo-Camuzet Frère and Soeurs £351 R 6 38

 Gevrey Chambertin, Domaine Lucien Boillot £470 R 12 30
 Gevrey Chambertin 1er Cru Les Corbeaux, Domaine Lucien Boillot £695 R 12 31
 Gevrey Chambertin La Platière, Domaine Michel Gros £325 R 6 34
 Gevrey Chambertin Vieilles Vignes, Domaine Rossignol-Trapet £450 R 12 40
 Gevrey Chambertin 1er Cru Clos Prieur, Domaine Rossignol-Trapet £575 R 6 40
 Gevrey Chambertin 1er Cru Petite Chapelle, Domaine Rossignol-Trapet £575 R 6 40

 Latricières Chambertin Grand Cru, Domaine Rossignol-Trapet £1,100 R 6 40

 Le Chambertin Grand Cru, Domaine Rossignol-Trapet £1,800 R 6 41

 Mazis Chambertin Grand Cru, Domaine Faiveley £1,595 R 6 33

 

 £ per      Colour Bottles Page
 case  / case 
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 Nuits St Georges 1er Cru Mont des Oiseaux, Domaine de l’Arlot £380 R 6 28
 Nuits St Georges 1er Cru Clos des Forêts St Georges, Domaine de l’Arlot £490 R 6 29
 Nuits St Georges 1er Cru Clos de l’Arlot, Domaine de l’Arlot £495 R 6 29
 Nuits St Georges Les Terrasses des Vallerots, Domaine Bertrand Machard de Gramont £440 R 12 36
 Nuits St Georges Les Vallerots, Domaine Bertrand Machard de Gramont £495 R 12 36
 Nuits St Georges aux Allots, Domaine Bertrand Machard de Gramont £510 R 12 36
 Nuits St Georges Les Haut Pruliers, Domaine Bertrand Machard de Gramont £555 R 12 37
 Nuits Saint Georges, Domaine Méo-Camuzet Frère and Soeurs £345 R 6 38
 Nuits St Georges Vieilles Vignes, Domaine Truchetet £420 R 6 43

 Romanée St Vivant Grand Cru, Domaine de l’Arlot £1,575 R 6 29
 Romanée St Vivant Grand Cru, Domaine Poisot £2,000 R 6 39

 Vosne Romanée 1er Cru Les Suchots, Domaine de l’Arlot £875 R 3 29
 Vosne Romanée, Domaine Michel Gros £450 R 6 34
 Vosne Romanée 1er Cru Aux Brûlées, Domaine Michel Gros £725 R 6 34
 Vosne Romanée 1er Cru Clos de Réas, Domaine Michel Gros £715 R 6 35
 Vosne Romanée, Domaine Bertrand Machard de Gramont £585 R 12 37
 Vosne Romanée Les Barreaux, Domaine Bertrand Machard de Gramont £730 R 12 37
 Vosne Romanée 1er Cru Les Chaumes, Domaine Méo-Camuzet Frère and Soeurs £390 R 6 38

 £ per      Colour Bottles Page
 case  / case 


